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optimism
The world could sure use some.
By Gary Burnison

Answer truthfully:

Agree Disagree

In uncertain times, I usually expect the best.

]

]

If something can go wrong for me, it will.

]

]

I’m always optimistic about my future.

]

]

I hardly ever expect things to go my way.

]

]

I rarely count on good things happening to me.

]

]

Overall, I expect more good things to happen
to me than bad.

]

]

David Strick

(The answer key is on the next page.)

Several weeks ago, I was driving to work along the
Pacific Coast Highway in Malibu, Calif. The sun glistened
off the ocean to my right. Suddenly, the traffic began to
slow to a crawl. Several cars were stopped in the median of
a six-lane highway where traffic normally moves at 55
miles per hour. One man had stepped out of his truck and
was pensively staring at the ground. As I looked closer, I
saw a bizarre sight in the middle of the highway: A skunk
was attempting to dislodge a McDonald’s soda cup from its
head. The skunk had obviously jammed its snout so far
into that cup to get the last drops of the sweet liquid, and
now it was stuck. The skunk was frantically scampering
left and right, violently shaking its head back and forth in
a fruitless attempt to dislodge it.
More interesting to watch than the skunk, however,
was the man timidly circling the animal — clearly at a
crossroads of uncertainty as to whether he should be the
hero of the helpless or the victim of cluelessness. Unfortunately, our protagonist decided it was best to leave it to
somebody else to solve this problem, and he got back in
his truck and drove away.
Just like our protagonist, the world today is gripped by
fear and uncertainty. Never before, in almost three decades
of business experience, have I seen such pessimism. Chris
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Bergonzi, in an article titled “Fear,
Greed, Blame and Fairy Tales” in this
issue of Briefings, observes that we’ve
descended into a permanent state
of free-floating fear, “reinforced by
communication technologies and the media that problems
are everywhere, enormous, inextricable and unsolvable.”
Yes, many economies are challenged, but much more
debilitating is the psychological and sociological aftershock
of the Great Recession: fear and uncertainty.
The side effects have been many. For example, in the
spirit of seeing the silver lining, online romance is up,
way up, in these challenged times. It seems that unemployed and underemployed people have much more time
on their hands to surf the Web for love … and, yes, it’s much
cheaper than chocolates and roses. The online matchmaking site eHarmony reports more traffic to its Web site
when the Dow Jones industrial average falls by more than
100 points. Go figure.
How about the other side of happily ever after —
divorce? Well, we can’t afford that either. In the United
States, the divorce rate briefly dropped to about 35 to 40
percent during the recession as some former starry-eyed
lovers tried to hang on. Presumably, when the debate
turns from who’s keeping the house to who’s stuck with
it, you can more easily forgive your out-of-favor loved one
who perpetually forgets the toothpaste cap. If you are a
bull in a bear market, however, you will be encouraged to
know that the New York Law Journal is reporting that lawyers are seeing 50 percent more potential clients than
they did three years ago. On the other hand, maybe it’s
just pent-up demand!
Another aftershock has been an insatiable obsession
for risk, regulation and finger pointing. The left is moving
further left; the right is moving further right. Differences
overshadow commonalities. Self-interest trumps mutual
interest. This issue of Briefings quotes Dr. Pamela Rutledge,
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who studies how emerging technologies affect cognitive
psychology, observing that “fear creates a divisive, usversus-them environment that influences our behavior.”
It is precisely at times like these, with much of the
world at the intersection of uncertainty and indecision,
that leaders must rise above the rest. In the article, “Where
Have All the Leaders Gone?” Glenn Rifkin cites Warren
Bennis, the legendary organizational scholar and leadership author, who talks about a void in leadership across
the board in these challenged times. I recently had the
privilege of spending a sunny morning in Santa Monica,
Calif., with Bennis at his home. He often cites Max De
Pree’s assertion that “the first responsibility of a leader is
to define reality.”
Let’s start with reality: Three years ago, the dark-out
shades were ripped away, exposing more than a decade
of conspicuous consumption in the West. We had simply
borrowed too much and spent more than we earned. G.D.P.
growth rates were not real. Another reality: Technology
advances outstripped job creation. It wasn’t simply a global
labor arbitrage finding places in which workers were paid
less for punching red and green buttons. Technology continues to significantly disintermediate jobs. At Boeing, from
the point an empty 737 airplane fuselage enters the hangar,
to the time it rolls out, is just days.
Reality: America’s place in the world has changed. It
hasn’t been diminished or disintermediated; it’s just different. Long term, it doesn’t have the advantage of scale (two
countries alone — China and India — have roughly a third
of the world’s population). As other economies enlarge their
middle class, their purchasing power will be breathtaking.
The United States will have to rely not on 20-foot walls
along its borders, but rather on skill to tap scale outside
its borders.
A CEO, a leader, is in the “what” and “how” business.
“What” means setting forth a purpose, a strategy, picking
people to execute, monitoring and measuring progress,
empowering and inspiring the team and rewarding and celebrating along the way. “How” means navigating and course
correcting, communicating, listening, learning, leading and,
most important, anticipating.
Warren Bennis and I devoted much of our meeting
to discussing the skill of anticipating. As he said, anticipating must begin with the leader getting “people to look
at the present and not just try to read the tea leaves. Then
you get everyone to start considering the question: Based
on what we now know, what are the consequences for us?”
In Bennis’ speak, you need a team of world-class noticers.
In other words, people who can accurately view reality. For
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America, reality, as former President Bill Clinton recently
said, is that the American dream has been under assault for
30 years.
In this issue of Briefings, Rifkin cites Michael Useem,
a management professor at the Wharton School and director of the Wharton Center for Leadership and Change
Management, who believes that the defining principle of
leadership is “the ability to get beyond self-interest,” to
transcend constituencies. I believe a leader does this by
communicating reality and, second, establishing the
common purpose, moving self-interest to shared interest.
People will change only if there is a reason to change.
Today, the reason for change is reality. Obviously,
there is much more to be planted around these principles
— strategy, timing, etc. But the cycle of pessimism will be
broken, at least in the West, only if self-interest is transcended and transformed into a common purpose of mutual, shared sacrifice. And, to be clear, I am not advocating
austerity without growth investment. However, in some
countries in the West, we have simply spent too much
for too long and made promises that can’t be kept.
It is precisely at this intersection of uncertainty and
fear that leaders pivot from the past and turn pessimism
into opportunity.
Pivoting is one thing, but luck is another, and we
could use a little good luck now. Why luck in our technological age? Because, as David Berreby writes in his article,
“It Pays to Be Lucky,” a great deal of success depends on
being in the right place at the right time — and being prepared to seize the opportunities that presents. This factor
affects technology, science and even the markets, and it
should give us pause. Are we really making the most out
of this moment in time?
Traditions. Memories. Contentment. Warmth. Charity.
Forgiveness. Celebration. Hope. Resolution. New beginnings. As we enter this charitable season, let us remember
to give the gift that keeps on giving: optimism. The world
could sure use some.

Answer key:
More “Agrees” than “Disagrees”: Spread the love.
Equal “Agrees” and “Disagrees”: You’ve lost touch with reality.
More “Disagrees” than “Agrees”: Start over.

 — Test adapted from the “LOT-R (Life Orientation Test-Revised)”
developed by Carver, C.S., Scheirer, M.F., and Segerstorm, S.C.
First published in the Clinical Psychology Review (2010).
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Season’s Greetings

The Latest
Fear, Greed
and Fairy Tales
How the markets and society at large are losing touch with reality.

August is always a squirrely
month in the markets, but in 2011 it
went full-tilt manic-depressive. After
U.S. stocks had risen by more than 21
percent in the previous 12 months,
they gave back 16 percent in a twoweek span from July 25 to August 8.
Standard & Poor’s downgrade of U.S.
debt, as well as renewed concerns
over the financial survival of Greece,
Ireland and Portugal and the resulting exposure of German and French
banks, had sparked fears of another
global financial meltdown and had
many economists lowering their
outlooks for global economic growth
and warning of another recession.
Although that state of affairs
changed little as August wore on, the

particularly new warnings of doubledip recession — only to come roaring
back the next week, clinging to vague
reports of Europe’s plan to resolve its
fiscal crisis and essentially ignoring
negative news about U.S. home sales
and corporate earnings.
These wild convulsions, often
based upon no real news and frequently flying in the face of the day’s
developments, would make anyone
wonder if the market had become
completely untethered from any
supportable vision of reality. “Even
rational, seasoned investors feel like
they’ve been raked over the emotional coals,” said James B. Stack, editor of the InvesTech Market Analyst
newsletter.

are complex systems defined by the
emergent aggregate behavior of
individual actors, but suggests that
those systems are best understood
not by trying to account for ration
ality or irrationality per se, but for
their emotional underpinnings.
“Decision making is a combination
of reason and emotion. Few things
that people do are, as such, irrational,” said Tuckett.
In Minding the Markets, his new
book with co-author Richard Taffler,
a professor at the University of Edinburgh School of Management, Tuckett argues that financial assets have
become so complex and the forces
acting on them so numerous and
unknowable, that they are nearly impossible to value objectively. Therefore, investors seek to make sense of
them by creating a narrative — about
an individual investment or a market trend — that conforms to their
powerful emotions and unconscious
fears and desires. For an illustration,
one need look no further than how
September’s rumors of an inchoate
plan to solve the European debt crisis

“Even rational, seasoned investors feel like they’ve been raked over the emotional coals,” said
James B. Stack, editor of the InvesTech Market Analyst newsletter.
world’s markets whipsawed up and
down, driven by huge and often inexplicable daily reversals in investor
sentiment. In late September, the
markets once again went into free
fall, losing six percent in one week
— due, in large part, to Fed Chairman
Ben Bernanke’s thinly veiled and not
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Psychoanalyst David Tuckett,
a professor at University College
London, would agree with Stack’s
pointed juxtaposition of reason and
emotion. Tuckett is on the leading
edge of a relatively new school of
thought called “emotional finance,”
which acknowledges that markets

— a plan about which even many European leaders were unclear and dubious — were seized upon by world
markets that seemed to have simply
grown tired of negative news.
Tuckett’s thesis would seem to
apply beyond the markets. In politics,
in government, in day-to-day busi-
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Jacob Thomas

ness and social dealings, it is hard
not to notice people’s increasing
tendency to fashion self-serving narratives that are ever more fantastic,
divorced from reality and very often
destructive. It has been suggested
that this is a form of whistling in
the dark. German sociologist Ulrich
Beck has argued that in the face of
amorphous global specters such as
environmental disaster, stock-market meltdowns and international terrorism, individuals are more likely
to attempt to manufacture their own
certainties.
In fact, many scholars contend
that modern global society has de-

scended into a permanent state of
free-floating fear. This is not, they
say, because people are personally
experiencing an increase in direct
threats to their well-being, but
rather it is an abstract, pervasive
sense — reinforced by communication technologies and the media —
that problems are everywhere, enormous, inextricable and unsolvable.
New York University professor of
law and sociology David Garland
has noted the startling growth of
risk-related conversation and literature, pointing out that the word
“risk” is used to describe a wide variety of otherwise unconnected expe-
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riences and phenomena. In effect,
every conceivable aspect of life is
now considered some form of risk
to be managed. Sociologist Stanley
Cohen also commented in “Folk
Devils and Moral Panics” that “reflections on risk are now absorbed
into a wider culture of insecurity,
victimization and fear.” Anthropologist David Parkin has observed that
“today fear can migrate freely from
one problem to the next without any
causal or logical connection.”
The transference of fear from
one context to another was in evidence this past year as protesters
from Wisconsin to Greece to Spain
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seemed to transmogrify worries
about debt and austerity into more
elemental, diffuse and darker impulses. “If people are afraid and feel
powerless, the act of destruction
becomes an act of agency, and they
seek out a segment of society to
blame,” said Pamela Rutledge, who
studies how emerging technologies
affect cognitive psychology. “Fear
hampers our cognitive and moral
capacities. It makes us worry about
‘not enough’ and about ‘losing what’s
ours.’ It creates a divisive, us-versusthem environment that influences
our behavior.”
The starkest example of that was

provided by the riots that ignited
across Britain in August, for which
no clear reason was evinced other
than a vague, smoldering sense of
class warfare. Social anthropologist
Gabriele Marranci found those riots
“unusual in many aspects, such as the
heterogeneity of those involved, the
dynamic of how they started, a lack
of apparent common strategy and a
lack of shared reasons for rioting.
[The riots] appeared more to be a
collective case of violent hysteria
than an actual riot in the traditional
sense.”
Perhaps the lesson of the volatile and violent summer of 2011 is

not only that our global society has
become inordinately fearful, but also
that it is becoming dangerously,
maybe irretrievably, derivative. As
technology has made us obsessed
with tracking and “trending” one
another’s every action, utterance and
data point, we have become caught
in a vortex of derivative thinking
and derivative action. As we wonder
“what it all means for me,” we are
inexorably drawn to the dominant
narrative, real or imagined, that
offers some sense of solidity and
solace. And in the process, we put
our originality, morality, resistance
and good sense at great risk.

Can China Continue to Grow?
With direct investment underperforming, inflation flaring and a real estate bubble looming,
the world’s second largest economy must find a new model for sustainable growth.
China, most experts agree, is
at a crossroads. Over the past 20 years
its mercurial growth, which has increasingly shaped the global economy, has been based upon massive
fixed investment — roads, bridges,
buildings and machinery — as well
as low-cost exports, inexpensive
labor and artificially cheap money.
Many believe this has been a recipe
for a “hard landing” — a sharp slowdown in capital spending and precipitously slower growth overall.
Among the most pessimistic is
Michael Pettis, a senior associate at
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace’s Asia Program, who
recently summarized his view in The
Wall Street Journal: “China’s growth
was based on large increases in government-directed investment. As a
consequence, it had to run large trade
surpluses to absorb the resulting
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MT. IPAD: The world’s information is doubling every two years, with a colossal 1.8 zettabytes to be created in 2011.
Storing 1.8ZB would take 57 billion iPads that, if stacked, would be 25 times higher than Mt. Fuji. Source: IDC and Mashable.com

excess capacity in manufacturing.
This can’t continue. Investment, especially in infrastructure and real estate,
is increasingly wasteful. With Europe
in crisis, and Japan and the U.S. struggling with their debt, demand for
China’s exports will stagnate.”
As the original driving forces of
China’s economic growth become
less tenable, many experts point to
domestic consumption as the engine
that will replace them. “China will
only continue to grow robustly if
it makes the transition from an
export-dependent economy to one
driven by domestic consumption
and investment, coupled with key
reforms, including better health care
and pension systems and allowing
the yuan to strengthen,” said Peter
Navarro, professor of economics and

public policy at the University of California, Irvine, and co-author of Death
by China.
But even as experts debate
where China’s future growth will
come from, capital is still flowing
into the country faster than it is
flowing out, and the economy is
overheating. In the second quarter
of this year, it expanded 9.5 percent,
higher than forecast, and consumer
prices jumped 6.4 percent, the most
in more than two years, stoking
fears of inflation. Many of China’s
foreign exchange reserves, which
now exceed $3 trillion, continue
to be loaned out by state-owned
banks, and many of the new loans
are going into the already overstim
ulated property market.
“Concerns are centered on the
property market, where activity has
been excessive since the government
rolled out stimulus measures in
2008,” said World Bank economist
Ardo Hansson. The number of newly
constructed housing units as a percentage of the number of households in China is already much
higher than it had been in Japan or
the United States at any point in
their history. The average property
price-to-income ratio is already
about 10 across China and more than
15 in the larger cities. In comparison,
the U.S. housing bubble peaked with
this ratio at six.
To soak up liquidity and curb
inflation, China’s central bank has
raised interest rates four times since
last October and has also increased
the reserve requirement ratio for
banks eight times over the same
period. Unfortunately, many argue,
these curbs will greatly reduce the

demand for real estate just as a huge
new supply comes to market, contracting property prices and construction activity, lowering commodity prices and overall growth, and
leaving many lenders stuck with
bad assets.
Michael Pettis believes it will
not be easy to generate enough domestic consumption to counteract
that downturn. He points out that,
during the past decade, China’s consumption share of GDP has fallen
from 46 percent to 35 percent, while
investment has grown to constitute
nearly half of GDP. “If China is to
replace investment with consumption as the engine of growth,” Pettis
said, “households must get a rising
share of overall growth.”
In an attempt to give the country’s 1.3 billion people more spending
power, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao
has targeted a 13 percent a year increase in the minimum wage and a
7 percent a year increase in per capita
household income through 2015. He
is also improving the social security
and health care systems to help lowincome households, and is raising
the personal income tax threshold.
These measures have begun to have
some good effect, increasing domestic consumption to the point where
it is significantly reducing the nation’s disproportionate trade surplus.
The value of China’s imports hit a rec
ord high of more than $400 billion
in the first three months of this year.
However, even as rising wages
stimulate domestic demand, they
are making Chinese workers more
expensive and less competitive globally in exactly the kind of low-cost
manufacturing that has formed the
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basis of the Chinese economy. That,
however, may push China’s export
strategy in a direction many believe
it needs to go in order to create sustainable future growth. “As wages are
going up at a very fast rate, this will
force China to not just knock off designs from the West,” said disruptiveinnovation avatar Clayton Christen
sen. “They’ll have to compete on
innovation, because other countries
will take the low end.”
Such a recalibration of thinking
may already be evident in the auto
industry, where government officials
have called for China’s automakers
to shift their focus away from lowcost, high-volume production toward
producing more fuel-efficient and
technologically advanced models, in
part to address China’s rising dependence on imported oil. “For the auto
industry to develop, we should not

try to sell more, but to improve the
units sold,” said Li Shize, the director
of air pollution control at the Ministry of Environmental Protection.
That kind of innovative production higher up the value chain may
also offer China a way to sustain a
more healthy export trade by selling
quality and establishing brand identity in developing countries. “China’s
companies face tough competition
in advanced markets where, in terms
of brands, they are up against firms
such as Apple. But in developing
economies [like Brazil, India, Russia,
South Korea, Indonesia or Mexico],
companies such as Haier and Huawei are already building up strong
brand positions,” said John Ross, visiting professor at Antai College of
Economics and Management at Jiao
Tong University. “Expansion by [Chinese] companies in developing econ-

omies would give them rapidly increasing revenue to plow back into
R&D, which strengthens their challenge in the developed markets,”
he said.
Even if such a combination of
domestic consumption, innovation
and continued export vitality does
compensate for the growing weakness in capital spending, most experts believe that China’s growth is
likely to slow to around 7 or 8 percent in the foreseeable future. But
then, as Andrew Erickson wrote
recently in his research newsletter,
China SignPost, “20 years of steady
and slower economic growth could
be a more attractive path than five
years of above-target growth followed by 15 years of slow growth, as
pollution, health issues, corruption,
aging population and other sustainability challenges exact a toll.” 

THE EXECUTIVE’S GUIDE TO THE END OF CIVILIZATION
In case you’ve been out, the Mayan calendar doesn’t go beyond the year 2012, leading some to believe that the
end of civilization is fast approaching. Here are some tips we’ve assembled for the busy executive to prepare for
the possible apocalypse:
Tie up loose odds and ends: Enter the apocalypse with a clean email in-box and manageable task list.
Remember to submit your expense report and power off your computer.

Stop saving for retirement: Cut contributions to your retirement plan and spend your savings quickly,
like on a sports car or that holiday to Fiji you’ve been eyeing. If you’re concerned about the early
withdrawal penalties, you’re missing the point.

Embrace your inner autocrat: Collaboration always gets the best results but results only matter if
there’s a tomorrow. Make business decisions impulsively and unilaterally.
It’s time for unbridled honesty: Now’s
not the time for office pleasantries. Feel
free to tell your CFO what you really think
about his family vacation photos.

—Michael Distefano and Stephanie Mitchell
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Hal Mayforth

Get off the grid: Time is limited; destroy
anything with a screen and instead, plan
some “me time.” Tennis anyone?

Introverts at the Top
Although most organizations seek dynamic, charismatic leaders, it may be that the quiet

Edward Kinsella III

leadership of proactive employees produces optimal performance.
When CEO Tim Miller needed
a $10 million dollar infusion for his
young software development company, Rally Software Development
Corp., he went to a group of potential
investors and nailed his pitch — or so
he thought. He didn’t get the money,
the investors later told him, because
his presentation was “all steak and no
sizzle.” Miller later admitted to The
Wall Street Journal that “I didn’t create the excitement that they were
used to seeing.” Miller requested and
received another crack at it, but this
time he brought along some reinforcements: the company’s head
salesman and its charismatic founder.
The company got its $10 million.
Miller is a self-described introvert in a business world that worships
extroverts. Characteristic extrovert
behaviors such as talkativeness, assertiveness and over-the-top enthusiasm are associated with bold, charismatic leadership, while introverts
are widely deemed not to be leadership material.
This perspective is reinforced in
American culture at large, according
to author Susan Cain: “As a society,
we prefer action to contemplation,
risk-taking to heed-taking, certainty
to doubt. Studies show that we rank
fast and frequent talkers as more
competent, likable and even smarter
than slow ones. This does us all a
grave disservice.”
Subscribing to that view, a study
recently published in the Academy
of Management Journal argued that
when one measures actual performance rather than observers’ percep-

tions of efficacy, introverts prove to
be more effective than extroverts at
leading the kind of actively engaged
employees that most companies
value. The study, led by Adam Grant,
associate professor at the University
of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School,
offered evidence showing that introverts are more thoughtful, empathetic
and better able to see other points of
view. They are good listeners and
prefer to use one-on-one persuasion
to build commitment to ideas. They
are also more likely to be self-critical

Briefings on Talent & Leadership

and more realistic in their self-assessments. These are all desirable characteristics, the study concluded, for
those proposing to lead 21st century
organizations: “As organizational
life becomes more dynamic and unpredictable, it has become increasingly difficult for leaders to succeed
by merely developing and presenting their visions top-down to employees. Leaders who are introverted
will be more receptive to bottom-up
behaviors.”
Introversion — as defined by
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The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,
which is designed to measure psychological preferences in how people
perceive the world and make decisions — is simply the tendency to
draw energy from directing oneself
inward toward concepts and ideas
rather than outward toward people
and objects, as an extrovert does. In
fact, studies that measure cerebral
blood flow show that introverts generally have more activity in areas of
the brain associated with problem
solving and planning, while extroverts show more activity in regions
that interpret incoming sensory data.
Although most of us display at
least some introverted characteristics, born introverts constitute by various estimates somewhere between
15 and 50 percent of the population.
Studies show that introverted children are more evaluative of their surroundings, more cautious and conscientious, take in information more
completely, make more connections
with that information, work more accurately and concentrate better. Their
inward bent causes them to gravitate
toward what psychologist K. Anders
Ericsson calls “deliberate practice,” the
dogged, individual pursuit of mastering a task, which is a key predictor of
high achievement.
Despite their many leadership

advantages, however, introverts can
find themselves at odds with some
aspects of leading. Although introversion is not the same thing as shyness, and does not necessarily imply
social reticence, the outer-directedness that leadership often requires is
not the introvert’s preferred mode.
Laurie Helgoe, author of “Introvert
Power: Why Your Inner Life Is Your
Hidden Strength,” explained it this
way: “As American life becomes increasingly competitive and aggressive, to say nothing of blindingly fast,
the pressures to produce on demand,
be a team player and to make snap
decisions cut introverts off from
their inner power source.”
Douglas Conant, the recently
retired president and CEO of the
Campbell Soup Company, described
that phenomenon in an April 2011
Harvard Business Review blog: “As
CEO of a company with more than
18,000 employees, I’ve found myself
particularly challenged because so
much of my work requires me to be
‘out there’ in front of others. After
I’ve been in a social situation — including a long day at work — I need
quiet time to be alone with my
thoughts and recharge.” Conant went
on to say that he has found it helpful
to be frank with his colleagues about
his nature and preferences.

Other self-admitted introverted
leaders describe similar hurdles
and coping strategies. For instance,
Dennis Muzza, a senior project manager at Infosys, was often quiet in
groups, but found that colleagues
interpreted his active, thoughtful
silence as aloofness or having poor
communication skills. Now he simply emphasizes other forms of communication: “I find I can get my
ideas across much more easily in
writing than getting them heard in
a meeting. My direct reports have
also found that I am a lot more
approachable via e-mail or instant
messaging and have gotten used to
communicating with me that way.”
There is a lesson in Cook’s unapologetic perspective. Although a
welter of management literature and
executive development dogma still
peddles the notion that introverted
qualities are flaws in need of correction, it may be those very qualities
that provide the best basis from
which to enable emergent solutions.
In fact, Grant’s report went so far
as to suggest it is the extroverted
among us who may need to change
a bit: “In settings and situations
where proactive suggestions are important, leaders who naturally tend
to be assertive may wish to adopt a
more reserved, quiet style.”

Time for Boards to Get Serious
A new study suggests that boards must be more engaged, better advised, better informed
and — in a word — feistier.
At one time, Lehman Brothers
was the fourth largest investment
bank in the world. But when it filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in Septem-
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ber 2008, it had racked up $7 billion
in losses — a casualty, and one of the
precipitants, of the global credit crisis. Most observers were incredulous.

Every major news outlet and business blog asked the same question:
Where was Lehman’s board?
Lehman’s board was there, all
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right, said corporate governance expert Nell Minow, but it was “a riskmanagement committee that didn’t
understand or manage its risk.” Incredibly, only a few Lehman board
members had any financial industry
experience, and those that did, said
Minow, had spent “most of their
working lives tied to a different era
— the one before massive securitization, credit-default swaps, derivatives trading and all the risks those
products created.”
As the scope and depth of the
crisis was revealed, it became clear
that Lehman’s was not the only
board that had gone AWOL. In company after company, such as AIG, J.P.
Morgan and Goldman Sachs, similarly ill-equipped or passive boards
had been unable or unwilling to recognize and stem a tide of outrageous
risk taking and questionable ethical
behavior.
Boards have come under a good
deal of scrutiny in past decade, contributing to the passing of regulatory
legislation such as Sarbanes-Oxley
in 2002 and Dodd-Frank last year, as
well as a number of so-called “brightline” standards instituted by regulatory agencies and stock exchanges.
However, the focus on regulation
and process controls may have overlooked a larger systemic problem.
“There is too great a gap between the
popular notion of what boards do
and the reality of what they are capable of doing,” says Frank Zarb, senior
advisor at Hellman and Friedman,
and a veteran of many corporate
boards. “The existing system limits
the depth of board oversight. We
must either change the system or
change expectations.”
To address that gap, Zarb chaired
a recent study, along with co-chairs
Glenn Hubbard, dean of Columbia

Business School, and Charles Elson,
director of the John L. Weinberg
Center for Corporate Governance at
the University of Delaware. The
study assembled a 20-member allstar panel, including former Chairman of the SEC Arthur Levitt, former

do and what they should do going
forward.
Most boards, the report suggested, are mired in detached, advisory roles, focused on process and
compliance. As a result, they lack a
sense of their own purpose. “A singu-

Secretary of the Treasury Paul O’Neill,
and other governance leaders from
major corporations and academia.
Their resulting report, “Bridging
Board Gaps,” took a critical look at
what boards currently can and can’t

lar focus on sustaining long-term
shareholder value is the necessary
guidepost for boards,” said panel
member Ken Bertsch, president and
CEO of the Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance Profession-
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spective from qualified advisors, as
required in specific situations.”
Along the same lines, boards
have to start soliciting more and better information. “Boards only know
what the CEO and CFO tell them.
Nothing more. This is a significant
problem,” said one panel member.
“If one looks at all the failures of the
last four years, and it is a long list,
the boards were not aware of the
risks the companies were taking,
because no one was telling them
about the risks.” Ideally, then, a board
would reach out beyond the company’s senior management to a variety
of external and internal sources, such
as analysts’ reports, the company’s

Boards need to drop the gloves and mix it up. The best boards,
the report contended, will actively foment debate and dissent
among themselves, as well as with company managers.
First and foremost, the report’s
authors urged boards to expand their
expertise. Given a limited number of
seats, they said, it is unrealistic to expect even the best-composed board
to bring to bear all the expertise necessary for every situation. Therefore,
boards should regularly seek the perspective of outside advisors. The authors made it clear that they do not
envision a board meeting in which
each director has his or her own
expert advisor, nor do they advocate
checking every statement made by
the CEO. However, as panel member
Ken Daly, president and CEO of the
National Association of Corporate
Directors, put it: “Directors can’t offer perspective in a void. They need
the support of knowledge and per-
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non-senior managers and, especially,
shareholders. The report strongly recommended that boards make liberal
use of technology such as sentiment
analysis, which tracks attitudes, to
continually take the shareholders’
temperature, based on proprietary
documents such as email, surveys
and call center logs, as well as publicdomain documents such as blogs,
forum posts and tweets.
Finally, the report concluded
that boards need to drop the gloves
and mix it up. Too many boards, said
the authors, make too great an effort
to achieve consensus. According to
panel member Paul Washington,
former chairman of the Society of
Corporate Secretaries and Governance Professionals, “Poor board-

room dynamics cause most of our
problems. Authority is concentrated
among too few, and there is too
much deference to authority.” The
best boards, the report contended,
will actively foment debate and dissent among themselves, as well as
with company managers.
Despite the report’s disclaimer
that boards cannot and should not
do everything, it painted a compelling picture of an ideal board that is
strategically involved and continually engaged and challenging. While
several of the authors’ recommendations might be perceived as blurring
the distinction between board members, the CEO and other C-suite executives, that may in fact be exactly
what is needed to curb the abuses of
power and ignorance of risk that can
instantly sink companies and even
whole financial systems in today’s
hair-trigger environment. Such a
model may prove to be a far better
solution than regulation and standards alone, which allow for little
situational adaptability.
Panel member Damon Silvers,
who sits on a number of advisory
and oversight committees for both
the U.S. Congress and the U.S. Treasury Department, summed it up this
way: “Managing corporations is
complicated. Strong boards are
much better at managing complexity
than regulators or courts or shareholder votes are — but history shows
that without regulators and courts
and shareholder votes, we won’t
have strong boards.” 

Hal Mayforth

als. “Without such clear purpose,
directors and boards are more likely
to lose their way.”
A defining mission alone is not
enough, however. Many boards are
simply too passive in their oversight
and monitoring. They are disengaged
and complacent because of their parttime service and overextended tenures and are often handicapped by a
lack of relevant expertise, a dearth of
information and an aversion to real
debate, both in and outside of the
boardroom. “Directors are not a fulltime board of managers, nor [do we]
suggest they should be,” the report
stated. “Yet directors must be on the
front lines for the constructive oversight of public companies. To this
end, it is worth considering how
to empower part-time boards to a
greater extent.”
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if content’s free,
i’m out of work
By P.J. O’Rourke

The medium is the message. And the message is clear: I’m not getting paid.
There have been attempts to erect paywalls around
some of it — iTunes, The Wall Street Journal, naughty bits.
But consult your 15-year-old son or daughter. Content
is free. All news and information, all facts and understanding, all knowledge of good and evil are a few clicks
away, gratis. The serpent is out of business in Eden. The
forbidden fruit is on the house. No penalty is paid for
taking a bite.
Does this benefit mankind? It doesn’t benefit me. I was a
writer for 40 years. Now I’m a content provider. And content
is free. And I wonder — selfishly perhaps — to what degree
free content is beneficial at all.
You’ll notice how much smarter everyone’s gotten since
WebCrawler was introduced in 1994.
The economy is purring like a kitten.
The debt ceiling debate in the U.S. Congress was over in
minutes. The House of Representatives googled “spending.”
The Senate googled “revenue.” Then President Obama went to
Wikipedia and typed in the algorithm for “balanced budget.”
The EU installed a Fiscal Discipline app on government
computers in Ireland, Greece, Spain and Portugal. Everything
is fine now in Europe.
And Al Qaeda’s leadership realized that, with their capacity to raise money, cause panic and destroy assets, they should
give up on terrorism and start a venture capital fund.
I don’t entirely blame the Internet. Wide availability of
free content in America dates back to public libraries and
compulsory education. Both started in the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, which is why it’s such a smart place. Representative Barney Frank, mobster Whitey Bulger and presidential candidate Mitt Romney are all from there. A grade-school
dropout couldn’t foster a nationwide housing bubble the way
Frank did as chairman of the house Financial Services Committee. The Boston Public Library probably has a whole section
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devoted to living on the lam for 16 years like Bulger. And 86.2
percent of the Massachusetts population is Internet-connected
as well. It took Mitt Romney a lot of time playing Angry Birds
to come up with what could be a foolproof plan to lose the
Republican presidential nomination to a crazy Texan who
just might be George W. Bush with Botox and a wig.
In the 20th century, it was radio and television that
supplied the free content. They also supplied an example of
what happens to the quality of free content when its quantity increases. Originally, radio had a narrow transmission
bandwidth. Now there’s a Sirius Satellite Radio station for
knitting enthusiasts. Once television had three channels (not
including educational TV, which was not included in anyone’s
viewing). The number of channels today is higher than,
judging by infomercials, viewers can count. In one lifetime
we went from Alice and Trixie on “The Jackie Gleason Show”
to “Real Housewives of Beverly Hills,” and from Orson Wells
broadcasting “The War of the Worlds” to commentator Glenn
Beck living it.
With the Internet, it didn’t take that long. The Internet
started out as a means for academics and the military to trade
hints about solving Fermat’s Last Theorem and bombing
Moscow, and it ended up on your Facebook page. Tasty recipe
for potato salad. BTW, that dress makes your butt look big.
Of course, none of this content, no matter how low we
value it, is truly free. Be it an ancient Philco radio, a laptop,
school taxes for a new gymnasium or a communication satellite, we always have to buy the box content comes in. The
problem now is that the unattractive package we’re paying for
is Mark Zuckerberg and Arianna Huffington. They and their
ilk, an ilk pervading the Web, have developed a free content
business model that’s all too appropriate to the Internet.
In February 2011, when Arianna made her $315 million
deal with AOL for The Huffington Post and Wall Street was
claiming Facebook should be priced at $50 billion, David Carr,
who covers media for The New York Times, noted: “Most of the
value was created by people working for free.” People like me.
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Giving content for free is an age-old commercial strategy
— the snake oil pitch. Getting content for free from snake oil
makers, selling it and keeping the profits is so new that the
old-fashioned property law term for it is stealing.
You let a neighbor have a beanbag chair, pole lamp and
shag rug (fair metaphor for the contents of The Huffington
Post), and she sells them for $315 million at a yard sale. You’d
sue. But The Huffington Post contributors are up in their attics looking for more stuff — fondue sets and macramé plant
hangers — to give to Arianna.
Furthermore, in the matter of working for free, I thought
we fought a large Civil War about that.
Wikipedia shares the guilt, but
at least Wikipedia has the good grace
to be — as far as I can tell — a wholly
profitless enterprise. It’s a place for
the hobbyist, the sort of person who
used to build model train layouts or
collect old pipe tobacco tins. Better to
have him on the Web than on the barstool next to you. Yahoo is not a hobby.
Content freely gotten and freely
given has its charm. The Sermon on
the Mount was splendid. But, 2,000
years and counting, no one seems to
have listened to it yet. On the other
hand, admission to the Roman Colosseum was free, while gladiator compensation was, literally, zilch.
If something costs nothing,
there’s a tendency to assume it’s worth
it. When content loses its worth, we’re
deprived of an imperfect, but handy,
measurement of whether someone
knows something important. It used
to be, we had to pay him to tell us.
Motivation for producing content is corrupted. Samuel Johnson, by saying, “No man but a
blockhead ever wrote except for money,” didn’t mean writers
made much of it. He meant the other reasons for writing are
worse: ego, obsession, infamy, fanaticism. Check any blog.
There is a Gresham’s Law of free content — Gilligan’s antics drive out Ginger. And the more free-of-charge the content
is, the more strictly the law’s enforced. Amy Winehouse’s
toxicology report (download all 412 pages?) becomes the currency of the Internet realm as opposed to coverage of the
famine in … What’s that country in Africa where everyone’s
skinny and has a gun?
The threat of amateurism is raised. Not only is the circus
free, but audience members are shouting, “I’ll walk that
tightrope!” “I’ll tame that lion!” “Hold my beer while I grab
the trapeze!”
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Social media in the hands of nonprofessionals may be
great for getting people together to riot in London, but let’s
see the flash mob build a London Bridge.
The pro-democracy (I guess) tumult in the Middle East has
been credited to e-communication. But I spent a lot of time
there as a reporter, starting in 1984 during the war in Lebanon.
Angry crowds came together in an instant, and police and the
military shot them long before iPads, BlackBerrys and Twitter
were invented. Beirut didn’t even have working telephones.
(Incidentally, I covered the Middle East back when journalists
were paid to — not just because I was an idiot.)

The Internet’s post-payment worldview is affecting all
aspects of life. I find that, as of 2010 (carefully checking my
facts on the Web), nearly a quarter of dating couples met for
the first time online, as did 17 percent of those who’ve gotten
married since 2007. I suspect these digital people don’t understand what marriage can teach us about our relationship with
the Internet. Take it from someone who became a husband
before connubial bliss was virtual: When everything you’ve
got to say is worthless, and everything I’ve got to say is
worthless, we’ve been married too long.
P.J. O’Rourke is a political satirist, humorist and author of many books
including “Don’t Vote, It Just Encourages the Bastards,” “Eat the Rich”
and “Parliament of Whores.” He was foreign editor of Rolling Stone
magazine and is a regular contributor to The Atlantic Monthly.
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(And Sometimes,
It Pays Very Well)
By David Berreby

n the mid 1990s, designers at a Scottish video game company

called DMA Design were trying out a “race and chase” car

game. It wasn’t going well. Test players didn’t like the con-

trols, and the game crashed constantly. Besides, there was a

glitch in the code that made police cars go crazy: Instead of
overtaking players and pulling them over, the cops would

crash into them at full speed. Oddly, though, this was one

thing testers liked. So one day it occurred to the designers

that — what the heck — they might design a game around

their “problem.” “Everybody suddenly went, ‘Hey this is
actually pretty cool,’ ” one of the designers explained.
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n 2008, a survey of 1,500 people with $500,000 or more in
investable assets found that nearly a third had made their
money through inheritance or a combination of inheritance
and their own work. But even among the majority who had
earned their wealth through work, 37 percent agreed with
the statement, “The money I have made so far has come from
being in the right place at the right time,” according to the
poll, which was conducted by PNC Wealth Management.
Leaders have good reason to be wary of overconfidence
about how much they can foresee and control. Overconfidence is toxic to success. In a 2005 study of CEOs “who had
achieved superstar status via prestigious nationwide awards
from the business press,” the economists Ulrike M. Malmendier and Geoffrey Tate found that the executives underperformed after their coronation as “superstars” — with their
companies’ records not just dropping back to average but
actually deteriorating. In 2011, millions of people affected by
the recent global meltdown don’t need reminding that overconfidence has big costs.
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Of course, thinking chance determines everything is a
confidence killer — it means you can’t be sure there’s any relationship between what you do and subsequent events. And
even if you wanted to be this philosophical, it’s practically impossible to see one’s self so passively. The mind has an innate
bias to see cause and effect in everything, and an even stronger bias to see itself as important. As Nassim Nicholas Taleb,
the author (and former trader and hedge-fund manager), likes
to point out, very few of us can accept that we count for little
in shaping the events that affect us.
Instead, we prefer to believe that good outcomes arise
from skill and bad ones from mistakes. Only much later do
subsequent generations see that the real drivers were else-

Accidents happe

Result: “Grand Theft Auto” has sold more than 17 million
copies, becoming one of the best-selling games of all time
and turning DMA Design (now Rockstar North) into an
industry leader.
Well, you have to think, that was lucky.
Of course, luck can sometimes be bad, turning a seemingly foolproof plan into confetti. Either way, strokes of fortune have a way of keeping leaders up at night. Here you are,
working to inspire, educate, anticipate and control, reaping
the rewards of your hard work and taking your lumps for
mistakes. Fair enough. But a stroke of luck, good or bad, has
to make you wonder: How much does skill matter? Or, conversely, how much of leadership success is pure accident?
Could luck — the good kind — even be considered an essential trait of a leader, as Napoleon thought. (Before appointing
a man to an important post, he would ask, “Is he lucky?”)
By definition, “luck” is a word for consequences leaders
can’t explain or control, which might suggest
that the whole subject is irrelevant to the
principles of executive success. Yet many, if
not most leaders are convinced that at least
part of their success, reputation and authority arose from chance. It’s a common sentiment among politicians. Even Abraham
Lincoln once remarked, “I claim not to have
controlled events, but confess plainly that
events have controlled me.” But it’s also often said to be true
in business and finance. The number of products discovered
by accident, after all, is impressive. It includes Post-its, Scotchguard, Teflon, Velcro, nylon, inkjet printers, Ivory soap and
many others.

where. We are, Taleb argued, “fooled by randomness,” a phrase
he used as the title of one of his books. In his 1997 book, “Dynamic Hedging,” he wrote: “If one puts an infinite number
of monkeys in front of (strongly built) typewriters and lets
them clap away (without destroying the machinery), there is
a certainty that one of them will come out with an exact version of the ‘Iliad.’ Once that hero among monkeys is found,
would any reader invest his life’s savings on a bet that the
monkey would write the ‘Odyssey’ next?” Even Bill Gates,
even Warren Buffett, Taleb believes, have been more lucky
than adept. We just can’t admit it, he argued in “Fooled by
Randomness.” “Just as one day some primitive tribesman
scratched his nose, saw rain falling and developed an elaborate method of scratching his nose to bring on the muchneeded rain, we link the success of a company with the
appointment of a new president at the helm,” he wrote.
Why would people make the same elementary mistake,
over and over again — believing, as the title of another recently published critique of overconfidence put it, that “this
time is different”? Taleb argues that the cause is an innate
penchant for delusion in the human mind. “The more I think
about [randomness], the more I see evidence that the world
we have in our minds is different from the one playing outside,” he wrote in his most recent and famous book, “The
Black Swan.”
When the facts don’t permit us to believe we’re in control,
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we tend to believe in luck as a stopgap against total randomness. In other words, if you can’t feel you’re in control, you
might as well feel that fortune favors you. The alternative is a
hopeless feeling that nothing you do much matters. And, in
fact, a belief in luck does seem to be the sort of psychological
trait that protects against mental ills. In a study published in
2003, the psychologists Liza Day and John Maltby found that
undergraduates who believed in good luck scored lower on
measures of neuroticism and depression, and higher on optimism. In other words, if the facts don’t permit you to believe
you’re in control, you’re better off, and likely to be more effective, if you believe that you’ll be lucky.
For millennia, that was, in fact, the default solution for
leaders. The idea that leaders can control events is only a couple of centuries old. Until the Enlightenment, most cultures
saw leaders as luck’s passive patsies. In medieval Europe, for
example, kings and other great men were often shown riding
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the fickle goddess Fortuna’s wheel, which bore them up and
down as she saw fit. But certain advances in the art of gambling put an end to this simple view.
With a better grasp of probability, savants of the 17th and
18th centuries realized that luck, while it could not be controlled, could be managed, prepared for and sometimes predicted. They realized, in short, that leaders needn’t sit quietly
on Fortuna’s wheel. Accidents happen, and so do lucky breaks,
but the consequences depend on how a leader anticipates
these occurrences and copes after them.
This kind of thinking created a middle ground between
overconfidence and passive resignation: In the place of Fortuna’s wheel came the notion of an active mind, ready and able
to appreciate the opportunity in chance events. English has a
word for this meeting of randomness and readiness: serendipity, thanks to Horace Walpole, the 18th-century historian
and novelist who coined the word in 1754. It’s one of those
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designers hadn’t been prepared, by long hours of thought and
toil and anxiety, to see how their seemingly bad luck could be
turned. As the astronomer Andrew C. Fabian has written in
Morley and de Rond’s collection, making big advances in his
field “is not comparable to buying a lottery ticket and then
sitting back but requires a deep familiarity with the sky, the
universe, cosmic phenomena and/or physics.”
Similar stories of a prepared mind lie behind Post-its,
Ivory soap and the other products famously discovered by
“accident.” They and many other discoveries — including aspirin, the Pill, penicillin, laughing gas, vaccination, vitamin K,

Michael Witte

highly successful Enlightenment ideas that we don’t appreciate because it’s all around us. According to the anthropologist
Iain Morley and the executive consultant Mark de Rond, who
edited a recent collection of research on the subject, the word
has been voted the most popular in the English language. In
science, serendipity’s importance is now almost a cliché,
thanks to a famous statement of Louis Pasteur’s, made 100
years after Walpole: “Chance favors the prepared mind.”
Serendipity is certainly a better explanation than blind
luck for the genesis of “Grand Theft Auto.” The accidental flaw
in the game’s code would have meant only cancellation, if the
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How To Be Lucky
How, then, can leaders, in the words of
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opment, your business model or your

computer drives.
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channels. The physicist Sir Richard H.

new marketing campaign is similar to

Friend, whose work on polymer organic

that of others.

semiconductors is the basis of e-ink and

5. Watch out for the pitfalls of
planning. Serendipity can be expected

3. Watch out for theory. “It usu-

and prepared for, but it can’t be guaran-

other serendipitously discovered technol-

ally explains things after they have been

teed. Therefore, planning that looks for

ogies, cites the example of physicists in

discovered,” Friend explained. It is better

a guaranteed return on investment will

the 1970s and 1980s who searched

to get someone’s hands dirty actually do-

never produce serendipity and may even

among known superconductors for the

ing something than to spend a lot of time

choke it off. Like an insurance company

perfect superconducting material. They

exploring why it might be possible, or im-

that knows there will be 800 accidents

failed. The breakthroughs came from

possible. Laboratory scientists like to say

over the Thanksgiving weekend but can’t

solid-state chemistry, with technology

there comes a time to “stop reading and

say whose car will be totaled, funders can

and methods unknown to the experts

do an experiment.” That’s advice that ap-

expect breakthroughs from communities

assigned to the quest. Similarly, the inkjet

plies to many kinds of enterprise. “In my

of researchers, but they can’t be sure

printer was invented in two different labs,

own field, we have regularly been assured

from which ones. A research program,

from two different insights, neither of

that what we are trying to do will not

marketing plan or long-range strategy

which had anything to do with printing.

work because literature in similar fields

that demands predictable returns on

In Japan, Ichiro Endo, an engineer at

proves that it cannot,” Friend wrote. “So

investment will be one that favors small

Canon, took note of how ink squirted

far this advice has been wrong on all

advances on what is known. And the risk

from a syringe after it was touched by a

occasions.”

in that approach is that funds for the

hot soldering iron. Meanwhile, in California, John Vaught of Hewlett-Packard got

4. Do not underestimate the
power of engineering to make the

amphetamine, antihistamines, benzodiazepines, quinine, insulin, sulfa drugs, nitroglycerin, warfarin, smallpox vaccine,
electromagnetism, dynamite, the phonograph, X-rays and radioactivity — were the result of accident plus a prepared mind.
Alfred Nobel’s invention of dynamite illustrates the point.
In 1866, Nobel was experimenting with nitroglycerin, the
main ingredient of the explosives he manufactured for mining and construction. Then he dropped a large vial of the liquid, which should have caused an explosion big enough to
kill him. (He had already lost several factories and a brother
to nitroglycerin catastrophes.) But the nitroglycerin in the
shattered vial didn’t blow up, because it was absorbed by the
sawdust on the floor of his workroom. That was lucky. But
Nobel saw what this good luck meant for his product: Testing
the sawdust, he found that he could make it explode. That
meant that blending nitroglycerin with an inert substance
would yield a product that could be handled safely until the
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serendipitous breakthrough will never
be awarded.

moment its explosive power was needed. Nobel patented
dynamite the following year.
So even if leaders can’t control their environments, they
aren’t really passive in the face of random chance. They can
master themselves, and put themselves in the best position
to make opportunity out of whatever luck has to offer. Even if
Warren Buffett owes a lot to luck, he still differs from Taleb’s
lucky monkey. Buffett’s success isn’t about any specific stock
pick, but rather about his approach to all picks. He famously
had a habit, for example, of seeing all his spending as investment opportunities lost. By building future consequences
into his viewpoint — for example, envisioning the gains he
could have made on saved money so that he would ask himself if he really wanted to pay $300.00 for a haircut — Buffet
made himself more capable of seizing whatever opportunities came his way. He left himself open to serendipity. The
best leaders do.
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Where
Have
the
Leaders
Gone?
By Glenn Rifkin
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I

“When Cicero spoke, people marveled. When Caesar spoke, people marched.”

t’s been a long and perilous year for
political leaders around the globe.
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In August, 2011, for example, The New York Times
ran a controversial essay in the Sunday Review section entitled, “What Happened to Obama?” The article,
written by Emory University psychology professor
Drew Westen, offered a scathing commentary of
President Barack Obama’s failure to emerge as the
leader nearly 70 million voters had hoped for and
expected when he was elected in 2008. Recalling
Obama’s inauguration speech in January, 2009,
Westen noted the feeling of unease that came over
him listening to the speech. The eloquent young
president, a man whose brilliant oratory and charisma had inspired widespread hope among voters
that change would come and he would lead us out
of the terrible morass created by his predecessor,
needed to tell a story.
“The stories our leaders tell us matter,” Westen
wrote, “probably almost as much as the stories our parents tell us as children, because they orient us to what
is, what could be, and what should be; to the worldviews they hold and to the values they hold sacred.”
Obama, Westen posited, failed to tell the story
that the American people were waiting to hear and
two-and-a-half years into his presidency, he had
yet to tell the story. The story had to point out not
only what was wrong but who was responsible and
how the wrong would be made right. Rather than
filling the giant shoes of F.D.R., Teddy Roosevelt or
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. — men who confronted
the bullies who tried to shout them down — Obama
displayed a “deep-seated aversion to conflict” that
allowed an obstinate Republican party to consistently derail his agenda.
Despite what many considered significant
accomplishments — championing the first major
health care reform legislation in decades, lassoing
an economic crisis that was heading for another
great Depression, and most of all, sending out an
elite military commando unit that killed Osama bin
Laden — the perception remained that the president
had failed to ascend to the iconic level of leadership
so many had anticipated he would. In his ceaseless
attempts to be bipartisan and act like “the adult in
the room,” he appeared instead to be cowed by his

—Cato

opponents and unable to exert the audacity required
to lead the country to better times.
The Westen piece came at a particularly tense
time for the nation and for the country’s leadership.
The economy had limped along, and the unemployment rate had stubbornly settled at above 9 percent
for much of Obama’s term. For most Americans,
Washington appeared to be stuck in an intransigent
stalemate. The deeply partisan and vitriolic fight over
raising the debt ceiling by an early August deadline,
lest the United States default on its debt for the first
time in its history, caused even his most ardent supporters to question the president’s leadership skills.
He was, they believed, being held hostage by Republicans pandering to the Tea Party conservatives and
seemed unable or unwilling to get angry and get
tough. Conversely, given the mess he was handed
and the unprecedented opposition he was facing,
this was a situation that would have taxed Caesar.
Obama’s approval ratings dropped precipitously.
But Congressional leaders fared even worse. Respect
for a deeply divided and gridlocked Congress
plunged to historic depths. A Gallup poll of Americans revealed a stunning 82 percent disapproval
rating of Congress, with Republicans receiving the
worst ratings. Veteran Congressman Jim Cooper, a
Tennessee Democrat, told The New York Times, “This
is not a collegial body anymore. It is more like gang
behavior. Too many people here are willing to deliberately harm the country for partisan gain.” As the
stock market tumbled in late summer, there was a
pervasive sense of dread that the country was heading in the wrong direction. It also raised a deeply
troubling question: Where have all the leaders gone?
This question, it seems, has no borders. Most
of the world is asking the same thing. While Obama
struggled to assert control in the United States,
nations around the globe grappled with their own
leadership quandaries. Overseas, where the 17-nation
euro zone has endured a similar economic crisis, the
dearth of strong leadership from both the healthy
countries such as Germany and the laggards such as
Greece and Portugal has had dire effects.
Germany’s Angela Merkel, for example, came
under fire for her failure to assert strong leadership
in the quest to find ways to assist Greece, which teetered on the brink of default, leading to investor
nervousness around the globe. Italy’s billionaire
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president, Silvio Berlusconi, once beloved, is now
embroiled in scandals and charges of fraud. Berlus
coni’s popularity has plummeted, and Italians are
worried about their future. In France, the leading
Socialist Party candidate for president, International
Monetary Fund Managing Director Dominique
Strauss-Kahn, was arrested for sexual assault in a
New York City hotel room, and put in jail before
being released on bail before the criminal charges
were dropped. (Civil suits continue.) Considered a
front-runner to succeed Nicolas Sarkozy, StraussKahn allegedly had a history of incidents that are now
coming to light. Once a strong candidate because of
his economics background, Strauss-Kahn’s political
career appears to be in ruins.
In England, reports of widespread phone-hacking
by Rupert Murdoch’s media outlets, with some editors
jailed, turned up startling revelations about Prime
Minister David Cameron’s and several previous prime
ministers’ relationships and dependence on Murdoch
and his organization. Who exactly, the public asked,
is running the show? And in Japan, Naoto Kan, its
prime minister, was forced to resign in August after
his approval ratings nose-dived following charges of
ineptitude in his handling of the devastating March
earthquake, tsunami and nuclear plant crisis and
their aftermaths. And in India, alleged pervasive
political corruption, which has long been whispered
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about as a hindrance to that country’s emergence as a
global economic power, is now under the spotlight.
Widespread protests have erupted throughout the
country, led by Anna Hazare, an outspoken government critic who embraces Ghandian political tactics.
Despite the wide variety of circumstances, the
common thread is clear: Strong, effective, ethical
leadership has become a rare commodity around the
globe. As a result, strong, effective leadership has
become rare, and millions of people have lost confidence in their leaders and are wary about the future.

Building Confidence

L

eadership, after all, is an amorphous talent. Even
our most treasured leaders, from Lincoln to
Churchill to Gandhi, had their ebbs and flows;
were alternately despised and adored by the people,
and suffered defeat nearly as apocryphal as triumph.
But what is happening today is beyond the normal
ebbs and flows that define stable, largely democratic
societies. Given the complexities of new millennium
political realities, this may well be the new normal.
Scholars have long studied the attributes of
those considered great leaders and waged running
arguments over whether leaders are born or made.
Leaders in both the arenas of business and politics
share innumerable traits and challenges, and these
days are graded regularly and intensely. In a 24-hour
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news cycle, aided and abetted by the Internet, Facebook, Twitter and levels
of transparency heretofore unknown in executive
suites, the spotlight on our leaders is bright and
harsh. And many have wilted under the glare.
The question that naturally follows the one
above is: What is required to inspire confidence in
our leaders once again? How can leaders turn a tide
that has left constituencies on every front disillusioned and angry?
Warren Bennis, the legendary organizational
scholar and leadership author who has studied and
written about leadership for five decades, said
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it was difficult to remember a time
when there has been such “a void
in leadership across the board.” At 86, Bennis has
lived through 15 presidencies, and he has personally
advised several, including Obama. “Every decade, I
can write a piece entitled, `Where have all the leaders gone?’” Bennis said. “I wrote that for the first
time in the 1950s. But this is by far the worst case
of leadership flu I’ve seen. It seems as if nobody has
the touch right now. Why is this? Because we are
living in a time where things are changing more
often and faster than ever before. Things are far
more complex than in 1931.”
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Bennis suggested that rebuilding confidence has
to start with some basic requirements, including a
turn toward some clear thinking, pragmatism and
truth-telling. “Max De Pree said, `The first responsibility of a leader is to define reality,” Bennis recalled.
“The reality is that we are in a decline, and our leaders
don’t know how to manage during decline. We’re not
used to this. But we have to face a grim reality, and
every leader has to find a way to express it in a way
that people can understand.”
In addition, Bennis said, we need to hear far
more from corporate leaders in addressing the economic issues, especially in the area of job creation.
The president and Congress can do just so much.
Michael Useem, a management professor at the
Wharton School and director of the Wharton Center
for Leadership and Change Management, agreed.
Useem has put together a leader’s checklist of 15
“mission-critical leadership principles” and for him,
the 15th is the defining principle of leadership: the
ability to get beyond self-interest, transcend constituencies and do what the country requires. Abraham
Lincoln did this when Robert E. Lee surrendered at
Appomattox in 1865, just days before he was assassinated. Instead of imposing harsh terms and retribution on the Confederacy, Lincoln sent word that he
wanted reconciliation, ignoring many political opponents who sought vengeance.
In today’s political environment, Useem is clear
that no leader, even one anxious to transcend partisanship, can go it alone.
“Are there forces outside Washington that can
make a difference? Yes,” Useem stated. “We saw Howard Schultz [CEO] of Starbucks begin a campaign he
called `Just say no to Congress.’” Until Congress gets
on with the true business of the country and leaves
electioneering and partisan politics aside, Schultz
urged people in the business community to cut off
campaign donations.
“The Business Roundtable, the National Chamber of Commerce, the Council on Institutional
Investors and the National Association of Corporate
Directors all could and should step up to the plate
and suggest actions to restore national leadership,”
Useem said. “Obama can turn this around if he
can build the momentum and bring in a range of
constituents to appreciate why we have to transcend
these partisan struggles. They have to understand
that if we don’t do that, we are going in the wrong
direction.”
But building confidence in leadership, under current conditions, can be a Sisyphean gambit. Jay Kizer,
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global market managing director in the life sciences
area for Korn/Ferry International, the global recruiting firm, spends much of his time interviewing leaders and searching for traits that inspire confidence.
“There are a couple of ways to look at confidence,”
Kizer said. “I consider the confidence of the leader
himself and then look at the confidence that he inspires in the people around him. I think the second
is more important than the first. People can learn to

It seems as if nobody has the touch right
now. Why is this? Because we are living
in a time where things are changing more
often and faster than ever before.
—Warren Bennis
become confident: the more experience they have,
the more information they have. Some people are
born with it; others can learn it. But more critical is
the question: What do all the interest groups around
you think about you? Your team, your board of directors, your customers. Do they have confidence in
your ability to deliver?”
During interviews, Kizer probes deeply with
those questions. How did that person build his or her
team? How did they get the team to follow? What kind
of legacy do they leave behind?
Kizer points to Steve Jobs, the legendary Apple
co-founder and long-time CEO, as a prototypical
confidence-builder. Much of Jobs’ success, Kizer
explained, came from his ability to drive innovation
and to deliver what he promised. But mostly, it came
from his incredible impact on those who worked
around him and for him. “He inspired an amazing
level of confidence,” Kizer said.
Those traits that inspire confidence are what
Kizer seeks when he interviews prospective executive recruits. From his years of experience, the list
of key attributes he looks for is relatively short:
• A clear vision
• Outstanding

communications skills to share
the vision
• An

ability to follow through and execute on
that vision
“People are forgiving and will allow for mistakes,”
Kizer said. “But if you won’t even admit the mistake
or keep making the same mistake over and over, confidence will disappear. A strong leader has to have the
courage to stay the course but when it is not working,
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not let pride get in the way of
saying so.”

Handle the Truth

I

n fact, there are obviously
plenty of great leaders in business
organizations, local governments,
nonprofits and the like. But the problem is that these self-effacing, hardworking
people are not at the top of the pyramid where
much of the authority resides and most of the problems lie.
According to Ron Heifetz, senior lecturer in public leadership and founder of the Center for Public
Leadership at the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard, those at the top of the pyramid have
far more constrictions and obligations than anyone
else. To gain the authority that gets them to the top,
they must form relationships with directors, shareholders and other constituencies that inevitably
come with strings attached. Those strings can tie the
hands of even the most competent leaders.
“Our attention tends to focus upward toward
authority,” Heifetz pointed out. “Everyone, including journalists, scholars, those within organizations,
focus on people in high positions of authority for
leadership. We are getting some great leadership up
and down and far and wide, but not from people at
the top of the pyramid.”
Those with the authority, Heifetz continued,
“become selectively responsive to some of their constituencies more so than others. The basic algorithm
is that these leaders will try to find a way to make a
dominant coalition hold together in support of their
position. They will try to find the least common denominator amongst various constituencies to create
a sufficient coalition to keep them in power. They
don’t want to lose their jobs.”
Of course, in a time of rabid partisan politics
and deeply entrenched constituencies such as lobbyists and political action committees, creating a bipartisan coalition these days is nearly impossible. To
that end, Heifetz believes a leader like Obama has
only one choice in his attempt to build confidence
and accomplish his agenda: to educate and explain
reality to the public. Given how complex the issues
are — everything from health care reform to jobs
creation — the public isn’t looking for complex explanations. They need simple, clear but honest explanations of what is going on, something Obama has
often failed to do, according to Heifetz.
“In a prolonged painful economic period, the
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only thing that will really reassure people and establish a basis for action is a clear, honest explanation,”
Heifetz said. “People need to understand basic
economic realities. An ignorant public is like a
dry forest ready to burn. It doesn’t take a lot
of demagoguery, when people are frightened and in pain, for charismatic forces
to emerge and mislead people. Demagogues always emerge in times of crisis
because they are very good at giving people
simplistic answers.”
Heifetz offered a favorite quote from Oliver
Wendell Holmes: “I would not give a fig for the simplicity on this side of complexity, but I would give my
life for the simplicity on the other side of complexity.”
Another intrusive factor often cited by leadership scholars is the role money has come to play in
today’s election campaigns, particularly presidential
and key congressional races. Election cycles have
morphed into perpetual campaigning, nearly from
the day a victor is sworn into office. Campaign finance
reform has done nothing to slow the inflow of hundreds of millions of dollars from special interests
into the election process in the United States, and
that is much to the detriment of leadership, said
Drew Westen.
“It seems pretty clear that the money in politics
has led to a massive degradation in the quality of
American leadership,” Westen said. “When you have
the kind of competing demands that all members of
Congress have in order to stay in office, the pressure
is intense. It is hard to be much of a leader when you
are bought. It takes a person of extraordinary willpower and integrity not to make the easy rationalization that they have to take that phone call of every
wealthy person who wants something or they will be
outgunned in the next election. They tell themselves,
`I have to do this or someone worse will get the job.’ ”
For example, Westen said he had recently spoken
to a state legislator in Florida whose opponent spent
almost $2 million on a statehouse race. “That was for a
state race!” Westen said. “It’s mind-boggling.”
And beyond getting elected, today’s leaders may
simply be overwhelmed by the magnitude of the job.
“The idea that someone who has never made a series
of consequential hiring or managerial decisions at all
would have their internship as a President, is actually
a frightening thought,” Westen added. Charles Handy,
the legendary management guru and author based in
London, agreed. “The job [of leader] is almost impossible these days. It is too big,” Handy said. “There are
no secrets anymore. Transparency is great but you
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can’t do anything behind closed doors. There are no
secrets and everything is out in the open. That makes
it difficult to plan with any kind of confidence. As a
result, everybody is reacting immediately to events.”
Handy believes the same holds true for corporations, which have grown into multinational behemoths, far too large and unwieldy for a single leader
to oversee. “You have to be a super-human being to
deal with and ride above it,” he said.
In the United Kingdom, Handy said, the current
prime minister, David Cameron, “is trying to think
long-term and to communicate an upbeat message,
but he has to keep diving down to make sure the ship
isn’t sinking, let alone being able to concentrate on
where it’s going. It’s very difficult. And it’s even worse
in the United States.”
Manfred Kets de Vries, a clinical professor of
leadership development and founder of INSEAD’s
Global Leadership Center near Paris, brings a psychological perspective to his study of leadership. Great
leaders, Kets de Vries said, can be very dangerous.
“Most leaders fall into the trap where they start to
believe in their own invincibility, and they become
more and more narcissistic and omnipotent.”
Kets de Vries explained that “sometimes as a
leader, you have to play dentist. You have to inflict
pain. You have to say no. His message comes out
wobbly because he wants to please everybody.” As
the old adage goes: Trying to please everyone results
in pleasing no one. More important, it is not a confidence builder.
In fact, many of the iconic historical leaders such
as Lincoln, F.D.R., Churchill, rose from obscurity to
greatness during times of war. But the ability to inspire confidence does not necessarily require a global
military conflict. Some leaders transcend the underlying minefields by rising above the bickering and
conflicts with powerful, symbolic actions. Kets de
Vries said that when he asks students to name the
living leader they most admire, 90 percent choose
Nelson Mandela. The former president of South
Africa, who spent 27 years in a tiny prison cell for his
activist role in fighting apartheid, emerged as a folk
hero and could have used his election to the presidency as a chance to inflict revenge on his enemies.
Instead, he refused to bow to pressure for vindication
and gracefully let go of the past to create a stronger
future for the nation. Soon after taking office, for
example, he was pressured to do away with the popular South African rugby team, the Springboks, which
had long been a symbol of white oppression for the
black community. Instead, he urged his constituents
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to embrace the team and root hard for a victory for
the Springboks in the Rugby World Cup that was
held in South Africa in 1995. An improbable victory
over New Zealand to win the cup only added to the
power of the moment. Mandela appeared on the
field to present the championship trophy to the team
captain, François Pienaar, an Afrikaner, wearing a
Springboks jersey with Pienaar’s number, and this
symbolic moment helped bring the troubled nation
together in dramatic fashion.

“The job [of leader] is almost impossible
these days. It is too big. There are no
secrets and everything is out in the
open. That makes it difficult to plan
with any kind of confidence.” —Charles Handy
Kets de Vries believes that a great leader needs to
understand the context and the prevailing emotional
temperature of the country or organization he is
leading. “There are no babies without mothers, and
there are no leaders without the context,” Kets de
Vries said. “Great leaders work on people’s pride. If
you have full professors with tenure, what can you do
other than appeal to someone’s pride to do better?”

Coda

I

n early September, Obama spoke to a joint session
of Congress to announce a far-reaching jobs program aimed at cutting into the country’s stagnant
unemployment levels. His disillusioned and weary
supporters were pleased with Obama’s impassioned
performance. “This was a startling, feisty, combative
and, in a way, commanding president that has rarely
been seen on the stage in Washington,” wrote pundit
Howard Fineman on the Huffington Post blog site.
“Friends and foes alike had to wonder watching him
tonight: Where has that Barack Obama been? Why
did it take so long for ‘Give ’Em Hell, Barry’ to appear?”
Although his political opponents predictably
tried to discredit his effort, the president demonstrated the type of leadership mien that had been
expected when he came into office. Whether or not
it proved to be a jumping-off point for renewed con
fidence across America, there was no doubting how
hungry people have been, in these troubled times,
for a leader to emerge. 
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To fans imbued with the sacred
traditions of baseball or
football, Formula One motor
racing is an exercise in
organized high-speed chaos.
Each race car is custom-built under technical rules that
change constantly. The young, glamorous drivers are employed at fabulous salaries, yet are prone to switch allegiance
at a pace matched only by the buying and selling of teams and
shuffling of sponsors. At the end of an eight-month Grand
Prix race season, the team with the most successful car wins
the Constructor’s Title. Confusingly, the champion driver
doesn’t necessarily represent the top team.
If casual spectators are stymied by the blur of names,
alliances and prizes, they can clearly see and comprehend the
opulent air of wealth and prestige that enshrouds Grand Prix
races. But unlike most other sports that evolved through the
accomplishments of many, the emergence of Formula One
— commonly known as F1 — as one of the world’s most lucrative sports marketing platforms is traceable to the ideas,
actions and leadership of a single mastermind.
Before Bernard Charles Ecclestone, known ubiquitously
as Bernie, F1 was a weekend sport for well-to-do self-financed
amateurs. Television hadn’t discovered it, and sponsorships
were irrelevant. He was the first to recognize the sport’s commercial possibilities and, just as important, proved he could
bring them to fruition. He realized that tobacco companies
and automakers — and later Hugo Boss, Red Bull, Tag Heuer,
Vodafone and others — could and would pay enormous sums
to build increasingly sophisticated vehicles to carry and televise their logos and that they would compete in spectacular
races in exotic locations like Monte Carlo and Shanghai.
A race team owner himself, Ecclestone was the first in
his peer group to see that bargaining collectively would be far
more lucrative than negotiating appearance fees separately
with race promoters, the practice in the 1970s. Likewise, his
instincts about how he could attain optimal value from largescale television contracts, as opposed to multiple local deals,
were prescient.
There has been buzz throughout the 2011 season about
the possible sale of F1’s valuable commercial rights to a group
led by the chief executive of the News Corporation, Rupert
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Murdoch, another renowned negotiator. But before
anybody buys anything, Ecclestone’s opinion looms
large. His family trust, which he amassed in part
from fees that he earned by negotiating on behalf
the teams, owns a valuable chunk of F1’s commercial rights. The majority owner of the rights is
the private equity firm CVC Capital Management,
which employs Ecclestone to run the sport as chief
executive. Could Ecclestone and Murdoch, whose
mutual enmity is barely disguised, coexist under
the News Corporation’s ownership?
Since the late 1970s, Ecclestone’s strategies
and operating style have become as critical to the
sport’s financial success as technologies like turbocharging are to winning races. Now 80 years old, he began
competing in minor-league racing while still a teenager.
Before buying a team, he managed the F1 champion driver
Jochen Rindt until Rindt died in a crash. But Ecclestone discovered early that the excitement of deals and high-stakes
negotiations was every bit as alluring as the danger of passing on a high-speed curve — which is why a pastime of
wealthy weekend enthusiasts, designers and mechanics has
morphed into a business valued at billions, with a fan base
similar to that of the Olympics or World Cup.
“Bernie has created a great, sustainable product; he understands the brand, continuously improves it and deals with
all the adversity,’’ said Herb Fishel, retired head of General
Motors’ motor sports programs. ``His actions require risk,
and he has demonstrated frequently that he is not averse. He
knows the selling power of the Formula One starting grid
and uses it often.”
Susan Watkins, a Canadian journalist and friend of Eccle
stone who wrote a 2010 biography, described her subject
as “absolutely fearless about taking risks, physically or financially.” She added, “If he hadn’t those qualities, Formula One
mightn’t be where it is right now.”
To appreciate the difficulty of making money from motor
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sports, one only has to look at the United States, where openwheel cars similar to those raced in F1 have struggled to find
an audience beyond the once-a-year phenomenon of the Indianapolis 500. Squabbles among the owners of tracks and
teams have led to the creation of rival leagues that split audiences, making commercial sponsorships less appealing. The
Nascar stock-car racing circuit, by contrast, had been a grubby
regional sport until the family of the current CEO, Brian France,
elevated it from its rural Southern roots. Shrewd marketing
by the Frances targeted a younger mainstream audience and,
with help from Murdoch’s Fox Television network, turned
Nascar into a profitable enterprise.
The lesson is inescapable: Benign despotism can be a
decent business model — as long as the despot has the requisite smarts, moxie and feel for mass media.
As a despot, Ecclestone has few peers. Years of brokering
squabbles that bubble below the surface of a Grand Prix season reflect his sixth sense for when to take a hard line and
when to back off. He has lasted as the sport’s supreme ruler by
hunkering down through scandals and media uproar that
would flatten lesser individuals. Though he would never say
so within earshot of the press, he evidently grasps that unflattering headlines aren’t meant to be taken personally. On
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the contrary, they serve as excellent promotion for the next
week’s Grand Prix, part of the theater that infuses the sport.
“Bernie understands that if F1 were just about racing, it
would be about half the size it is,” said Steve Madincea, who
runs London-based PRISM, a sports marketing firm owned by
WPP, a holding company for some of the world’s most prominent advertising, marketing and public relations concerns.
Last January, Ecclestone drew plenty of splashy headlines
when a German prosecutor arrested the banker Gerhard Gribkowsky on a charge of receiving a $50 million bribe in connection with CVC’s purchase of its F1 stake. In 2006, Ecclestone
had brokered the sale of a controlling stake in F1’s commercial rights to CVC from JP Morgan, Lehman Brothers, Bayerische Landesbank and his own family trust for $1.35 billion.
German news reports implied that Ecclestone was under suspicion. He told British reporters that he had visited the prosecutor to “clear up” allegations. “I am confident when the full
facts have been established,” he said, “I will be exonerated.”
Exoneration by the German courts would illustrate once
again that those who disparage Ecclestone’s operating style
as treacherous, disingenuous or deceptive have missed the
point. He simply is one of the pre-eminent negotiators of his
generation. An appetite for risk, coupled with an instinctive
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grasp of a deal’s legality, value, nuance — and publicity value
— prove more than a match for most of those against whom
he is pitted.
The stir caused by reports that Murdoch and the Agnelli
family of Italy were possible buyers of F1 turned into a showcase for Ecclestone’s skill at orchestrating media attention to
generate viewership and ticket sales. He never denied the stories describing Murdoch’s interest, but he did dismiss them
for the record as “rubbish.” Later, he opined to reporters that
the European Commission was unlikely to allow a sale in any
event because it would violate agreements guaranteeing free-
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to-air broadcast of the sport. Ever so slyly, he was implying
that the News Corporation and Murdoch were angling to
offer pay-per-view coverage of races.
Whatever transpired behind the scenes, Ecclestone managed to play the affair for maximum exposure without saying
much. Was he sending up a trial balloon to test the European
Union’s regulatory inclination toward a sale? Maybe he was
signaling to the motor sports’ ruling body, the FIA (Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile), that television coverage
of races must eventually include a pay-per-view option on top
of free broadcasting, a potential revenue opportunity for the
News Corporation.
Next year, the Concorde Agreement, the pact between
the teams and the FIA that spells out the sport’s governance,
comes up for renewal. No one will be surprised if pay-perview is an issue in the talks, since it might draw buyers and
enhance the value of F1’s commercial rights.
“He has a superb brain,” said Dr. Sidney Watkins, who
attended every F1 race from 1978 to 2004 as the sport’s chief
physician. In collaboration with Ecclestone, Watkins has
been responsible for safety improvements and better medical
facilities at the tracks. When officials at the 1978 German
Grand Prix refused to let doctors listen to the track’s communications channel for quick response to accidents, Ecclestone
threatened to call off the race, never mind the 80,000 spectators in the stands. The Germans backed down.
With a fortune estimated at about $4 billion, Ecclestone
is believed to be Britain’s wealthiest individual, a far cry from
his roots as the son of a Suffolk fisherman, whose family survived the German blitz in 1939. At the age of 15, he dropped
out of school to work as a £5-a-week assistant in a laboratory
near London. In his spare time, he raced motorcycles. He also
displayed an uncanny knack for trading them profitably. He
asked a car dealer to give him space to do so in his showroom.
The dealer refused, but the teenager persisted, offering a percentage of his profits as rent — his first real estate transaction.
By the early 1950s, he had graduated from motorcycles and
was driving Formula 3, a minor league to F1. He showed promise as a driver, though on certain corners he didn’t see well
because he had been born with congenital atrophia, rendering him nearly blind in his right eye.
Despite the impairment, Ecclestone’s powers of visualiza-
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Ecclestone’s talent for
trading cars and real
estate stems in part from
a lightning-quick ability
to appraise value .
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220 MPH in Texas
Formula One’s growing global fan base, estimated at perhaps
half a billion worldwide and expanding in places such as India
and Abu Dhabi, includes one notable unexploited market, the
United States.
That situation will change on Nov. 18, 2012, as Austin,
Texas, serves as host to the F1 United States Grand Prix at a
new circuit, now under construction. The state has committed
to spend $250 million in promotional fees to ensure an F1 race
in Austin every year for the next decade.
Developers, led by San Antonio billionaire Red McCombs,
are spending roughly $200 million to build the track on a
1,000-acre site, which will be called “Circuit of the Americas,”

Indianapolis 500,” said Jeff Hahn, who represents Circuit of the

seating 120,000 spectators. Also in the development group are

Americas. As the second-to-last race in the 2012 racing season,

Tavo Hellmund, a former driver, and Bobby Epstein, who owns

the results in Austin could determine a champion team or driver.

an Austin-based private-investment company, Prophet Capital
Management Ltd.
Austin, a budding haven for digital entrepreneurs, will be

Hahn, Austin has ambitions to position itself worldwide as an

the latest venue for F1 after earlier U.S. Grand Prix races in

international city that can attract entrepreneurs from the Far

places such as Watkins Glen, N.Y., Long Beach, Calif., and India-

East, as well as students seeking college degrees in engineering

napolis eventually were discontinued due to insufficient interest

and software design.

by fans and sponsors. The new track is the first in the United
States to be purpose-built for an F1 race.
“F1 isn’t as well known in this country as Nascar or the

Courtesy Circuit of the Americas

The track will be 3.4 miles long and contain 20 turns, left
and right over an elevation change of 133 feet. According to

tion are keen. He can look at a shabby shopping center and see
its potential. Utterly fastidious, appearances are very important to him. As a team owner he insisted on clean uniforms,
spit-and-polish order in the garages and a parade gloss for the
cars on race day. Standing 5 feet 3 inches tall and crowned with
a white Beatle haircut, he still manages to stand out.
Ecclestone’s talent for trading cars and real estate stems
in part from a lightning-quick ability to appraise value. He
can glance at a few dozen vehicles, price each one and add the
total in his head. Then, Ecclestone well might instantly bid
for the lot, according to Susan Watkins, unnerving the seller.
A hustler in his youth, he excelled at chemin-de-fer, blackjack,
greyhounds, gin rummy — which provided capital to buy property and cars.
When Ecclestone was young, “everything was about making money,” Watkins said. “He sold pens, cakes, hundreds of
things. He’s a property addict. If you look at his business interests, they’re like a bowl of chop suey. He’s always moving currencies around. I don’t think anybody really knows his net
worth, not even Bernie.” Later, she said, “he found something
he loved, racing, and a way to make money at it.”
Shortly after the death of his friend Rindt in 1970, Ecclestone wound down his used-car business. He and Rindt had
discussed buying the Brabham team, Motor Racing Develop-
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If the U.S. Grand Prix takes off in popularity, Austin could
gain a very sexy entertainment asset to add to its already lively
music scene.

ments Ltd., together. Instead, Ecclestone alone offered to buy
the team “for the value of the assets,” according to Watkins’s
biography. Ron Tauranac, who owned the team, having bought
it from the original owner, the champion racer Jack Brabham,
thought that meant a price tag of £130,000, according to a valuation of the assets. But, Ecclestone told his biographer, “that
was Ron’s valuation.”
Tauranac sent documents supporting his valuation, to
which Ecclestone responded with a bid of £100,000. Tauranac
reluctantly agreed. Before the deal closed, another buyer
approached Tauranac with a higher offer — but he felt obligated to sell to Ecclestone, even though he had anticipated
getting more. Shortly afterward, Tauranac, who had expected
to remain in management of the factory and team, was let go.
A stickler for appearances, Ecclestone immediately
ordered the factory to be made spotless and switched Brabham’s color to white from green. He kept salaries low and
looked for ways to cut expenses, building a wind tunnel out
of used industrial parts to save on the expense of leasing
one. He spruced up operations, dressing his staff in spiffy
new outfits, each day of the week its own color. For himself:
razor-sharp pressed white shirts and dark slacks. Likewise,
his moneymaking instincts were aroused.
“Bernie quickly realized his fellow team owners loved the
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sport as much as he did, but they weren’t businessmen,” said
Nigel Roebuck, a longtime motor sports journalist based in
London. “He was the first real businessman to own an F1 team.”
Until the 1970s, each team negotiated separate appearance fees with local Grand Prix race promoters. Teams could
earn additional money depending on how they fared in the
race. But promoters often ran short on payday, and big names
like Ferrari routinely commanded outsized appearance fees.
Egged on by Ecclestone, “there was a growing sense in those
days among the teams that we have the cars and drivers, we
put on the show and they get all the money from ticket sales,”
Roebuck said. Ecclestone was only too pleased to bargain on
their behalf in return for a cut.
Ecclestone’s first commissions in 1972 were relatively
modest, according to Watkins — about 37,500 Swiss francs
per race, roughly $9,500. Teams could add to their revenue
by recruiting sponsors, which they did with varying success.
Sponsor logos appeared on the cars, as well as the mechanics’
uniforms.
Under Ecclestone’s tutelage, teams used their leverage to
gain a share of all fees generated by sales of clothing, posters,
trinkets and trackside displays. The Paddock Club, started in
1982, was a high-end entertainment lounge where teams and
sponsors could treat VIP clients to Champagne, caviar or a
manicure while they waited for the race to begin. But the club,
critical to Grand Prix’s luxury image, wasn’t making money
in 1986, so Ecclestone announced to team owners that it was
closing. Immediately, guest traffic increased, and the $1,500
per race fee was suddenly not so exorbitant. Tickets to the
Paddock today sell for $4,000.
“What I learned from him is that everything he gains is
by taking two steps forward and one back,’’ Madincea said.
“He banned photographers from the pit lane in 1996 because
they were getting in the way. The photographers themselves
came up with accreditation and special bibs. Problem solved.
Nothing would have happened if he had just demanded order.”
The potential gusher was — and remains — TV. He bought
individual broadcast rights in separate markets when they
didn’t cost much. It was a risk. By packaging smaller deals into
omnibus TV contracts, he has been able to generate excellent
returns on his original investment, Watkins says.
A bigger television package broadened F1’s global fan base,
while drawing the attention of advertisers. Sponsorships overnight grew more valuable because TV could put sponsors’
names in front of more eyes.
As Ecclestone had foreseen, individual Grand Prix events
were melding into a single potent F1 brand. Team names like
Tyrell and drivers such as Jacky Ickx and James Hunt gained
renown. Sylvester Stallone, George Harrison and Arnold
Schwarzenegger showed up at races, as well as political figures like the German chancellor Helmut Kohl.
Celebrity naturally attracts controversy. In 1997, the Brit-
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ish Labour Party solicited a £1 million contribution from Ecclestone. In his telling, he gave it as a way to show gratitude for
the party not favoring higher taxes on the superwealthy. And
he had good reason to be grateful. Ecclestone’s income the
previous year — a far cry from the early days as a used-car
salesman — was reported to be £54.9 million.
The young Labour politician Tony Blair and his family
had visited Ecclestone at the British Grand Prix at Silverstone
that year. Later, after Labour had won the election and Blair
became prime minister, Ecclestone visited 10 Downing Street.
He argued that tobacco shouldn’t be cut out of sports immediately, as the European Union wanted, but phased out gradually. F1 teams were collecting $200 million to $300 million
annually from cigarette makers; some of them might be
forced to leave Britain. In Ecclestone’s telling, he hated politics, but as the leader of a small industry, he needed access
to explain his side of the story.
British newspapers connected the dots — albeit mis
leadingly. They implied that his £1 million contribution had
bought the government’s eventual stance that F1 should be
exempt from the European Union’s ban on tobacco advertising. Ecclestone, who hadn’t asked for an exemption, kept his
mouth shut about the truth. Finally the Labour Party, panicked by the media uproar, returned his contribution — infuriating the F1 chief.
Subsequently, F1 teams phased out tobacco sponsorships,
as Ecclestone had forecast they would. Grand Prix venues have
been doing the same. “Tobacco’s void has been filled today
with financial services companies such as RBS, Santander and
ING, plus automotive suppliers and telecoms like Vodafone,”
Madincea said.
No wonder Murdoch and the News Corporation are kicking tires, trying to figure out what F1 might be worth. The sport
looks fit, flush with sponsorships, 12 teams strong, energized
by a growing base of new and mostly younger fans in Asia. This
year, for the first time, Formula One will race in New Delhi.
“One of Bernie’s biggest challenges is the aging of the
average race fan,” about 55 years old in Europe,’’ Madincea
said. But at the race this year in Shanghai, Infiniti, a new
sponsor of the Red Bull team, drew a crowd of 1,100 to an
Infiniti dealership to an autograph session with Sebastian
Vettel, the 23-year-old reigning world champion. “The two
countries with the youngest following are India and China,
with an average fan age of 28.”
Formula One is set to negotiate a new Concorde Agreement next year with the FIA. As in the past, F1 teams are sure
to demand a bigger cut of the sport’s revenue. It’s hard to
imagine that Ecclestone won’t be in the middle of the fray.
Doron P. Levin is a Detroit-based journalist and author. He has covered
the world auto industry for The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times,
The Detroit Free Press, Fortune and Bloomberg.
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Every great country club has
a

driving range.

Welcome to ours.
4.1-miles of flawless asphalt, 22 challenging turns, 450 feet of elevation change and
no speed limit!
Welcome to the ultimate country club for people who love to drive. Located only 90 minutes from New York City,
Monticello Motor Club offers members nearly unlimited use of our critically acclaimed road course.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible membership plans
Luxurious new clubhouse
Private garages
Exotic and racecar rental fleet
Professional driver coaching
Karting and teen driving programs
Corporate and private events
Two-day racing school and member-only racing series
Exclusive home of the Cadillac CTS-V High Performance Driving Experience

Monticello Motor Club has a limited number of honorary day passes available.

To reserve yours, call 877-578-7223 x2 or email: info@MonticelloMotorClub.com

Monticello, New York
MonticelloMotorClub.com

SSI
P
Some guys buy an old boat, fix it up and sell it; maybe make
a few bucks, maybe not. Stephen Julius and Stephen Heese buy old

brands, give them a new life, and sell them at a tidy profit.
Julius and Heese, aka The Two Steves, specialize in reviving heritage
brands, i.e., companies that once claimed a special place in hearts and minds
but that have since fallen on hard times, gone bankrupt or disappeared.
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How a boutique private equity firm fixes broken companies
By Lawrence M. Fisher
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Through Stellican Ltd., their London-based private
equity firm, they have bought, rebuilt and sold Cantiera
Riva, an Italian maker of luxury power boats founded in
the mid-1800s, and Indian Motorcycle, the oldest motor
cycle brand in America. These days the Steves are focused
on Chris-Craft, the iconic American yacht manufacturer
they purchased out of bankruptcy in 2001.
“I look for certain types of brands, of which heritage
is one attribute,” said Julius, who works from Stellican’s

Fun on 1941 Chris-Craft Runabouts

London office. He seeks out “authentic brands, aspirational
brands that have high craftsmanship and premium price
positioning. Whether it’s Chris-Craft, Riva or Indian Motor
cycle, they all checked all of those boxes.”
Julius and Heese like boats and motorcycles, but they
say a heritage brand can exist in almost any category, from
shirts to shotguns. The trick is distinguishing heritage from
has-been.
“There are brands that may be heritage but need to die
and stay dead,” said Julius. “The brands I bought are brands
that can be relaunched and be made relevant again. That
means making them beautiful. These are all luxury products, so they need to trigger an emotional response from
the consumer.”
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The reborn Chris-Craft power yachts do just that, said
Heese, who works at the boat company’s headquarters in
Sarasota, Fla. “When people hear ‘Chris-Craft,’ it evokes
feelings of a time when America was pure, of elegance and
classic beauty. It’s the ‘On Golden Pond’ feeling. It’s that
imagery: It’s the Kennedy’s, Hyannis, Nantucket.”
The Steves met at Harvard Business School in the ’80s.
Julius had come to Harvard to study government at the
Kennedy School, after taking a First in Classics from
Oxford. Heese had a B.S. in management from Tulane University, with a concentration in accounting and computer science. He was also a
CPA, licensed in Florida. Among things
they had in common, they say, is that both
had grown up in strict Catholic families
and attended British boarding schools.
After Harvard, Julius worked in the
London office of The Boston Consulting
Group, specializing in competitive strategy analysis and implementation for
multinational clients, with a particular
focus on Spain and Italy. Heese spent
four years with PricewaterhouseCoopers,
before becoming managing director of
ERICO International Corporation, a construction products company with operations in 16 countries. He lived in Asia,
Australia, the Netherlands and the U.K.
But Julius and Heese stayed in touch
over the years and reunited to found Stellican in 1991. The firm was based on the
simple proposition that distressed situations presented an overlooked opportunity to create value through the infusion
of new capital and the application of sound management
processes. Their strategy was intentionally opportunistic,
hence focused on no particular market sector. Indeed, the
firm’s early successes were in unglamorous fields such as
cash registers and currency exchanges.
“Stephen’s thesis was that there was opportunity in
distressed situations, and he was right,” said Heese. “Stephen figured out that when there are not a lot of buyers at
the auction, you can buy a dollar for 25 cents. But you need
to write a check at the end, and it happens quickly.”
The pair’s ability to move quickly was instrumental in
their acquisition of Riva, the Italian company whose boats
were practically synonymous with “la dolce vita.” The Riva
family had lost control of the company in 1969, and it passed
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shirts to shotguns. The trick is distinguishing heritage from has-been.
through a number of hands, ultimately to Vickers RollsRoyce. “Riva was the Ferrari of boating,” said Heese. “It
was owned by Rolls-Royce, which did nothing but lose
money. Stephen had been after them for years. They called
him on a Monday and said, ‘If you can close by Friday …’”
Stellican acquired Riva in 1998 and re-established the
brand with a fleet of new models, including the muchlauded Aquariva, which took its look and feel from boats

these brands. Why was what was so obvious to us not obvious to them?”
Among the reasons may be that, when investing primarily for their own accounts, Julius and Heese can take a
longer view than a corporation or a fund answerable to
shareholders for quarterly returns. They also have a bigger
appetite for risk, backed up by the kind of confidence in
their own abilities that comes with repeated success. But

Courtesy of Chris-Craft

Stephen Julius, the heritage brand partner at the private equity firm, Stellican

like Riva’s Aquarama of the 1960s. With Riva, Julius first
showed his natural flair for fashion, producing a line of
boats that evoked a classic era yet steered clear of slavish
replicas. The new Riva caught the eye of Ferretti Yachts,
Italy’s largest maker of pleasure craft, which acquired the
company from Stellican in 2000.
“We take something that’s completely broken, relaunch it and sell it to a large corporation that could be the
natural guardian of that brand,” said Julius. “It is interesting
that major corporations, given the opportunity, don’t buy
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what really sets Stellican apart may be the complementary
combination of skills embodied in its two principals.
Julius is Mr. Strategy, but he is also Mr. Style, shepherding the look and feel of Stellican’s brands and their
products at a granular level of detail. He speaks in rapidfire sentences, his Anglo-Italian parentage apparent in the
mixture of clear-headed calculation and unabashed enthusiasm he exudes. Heese is Mr. Operations, a veteran of hiring and firing and building teams, but he is also Mr. Sales,
managing both dealer and customer relations with a natural
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ease. He grew up in Tampa, Fla., and is happy to be home.
“Our relationship works; it’s probably best left un
examined,” said Heese. “Stephen’s really good at styling,
design, colors, materials and the things the customer sees.
He leaves everything else to me and the team here. He’s
passionate about product, passionate about marketing.
He hasn’t been in the warehouse in 10 years. He’s a purist.

Steve Heese, the operations partner in the private equity firm, Stellican

Like me, he wants to see it done right, and if it doesn’t sell,
we’re better off than if we’d cheapened it to make it sell.”
The acquisition of Indian Motorcycle in 2006 tested
Stellican’s resources and resolve. Founded in Springfield,
Mass., in 1901 as the Hendee Manufacturing Company,
Indian became the largest manufacturer of motorcycles
in the world, but ceased operations in 1953 after a long
period of decline. For periods during the 1950s and ’60s,
various British and Italian motorcycles were imported to
the United States and labeled as Indians, some of them
evidently without the importers having obtained licensing
rights to the trademark.
The brand was long gone by 1998, when the Federal
District Court of Colorado awarded the Indian trademark
to a consortium that included the manufacturer California
Motorcycle Company (CMC) and IMCOA Licensing America Inc. The new company began manufacturing motor
cycles in 1999 at the former CMC’s facilities in Gilroy, Calif.
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But despite a capital infusion of $200 million, the bikes
were plagued by technical problems and manufacturing
defects, and the new Indian entered bankruptcy in 2003.
Most potential buyers viewed the remains and
passed, but Julius saw a unique opportunity to establish
a premium alternative to Harley-Davidson in the market
for so-called heavy twins, large motorcycles with vertical
two-cylinder motors. Within that niche, Harley has a 78
percent market share, even though all four of the big Japanese motorcycle manufacturers produce such bikes.
“Only Harley was considered an authentic brand, and
authenticity is essential to that segment,” said Julius. “The
only brand on the planet that could compete with Harley
was Indian Motorcycle. That was a complete no-brainer. It
didn’t take too much reading of business professor and
strategist Michael Porter to realize there was an opportunity there.”
The challenge was that Indian would require far more
than the $10 million in equity capital that was typically
Stellican’s ceiling. “Indian was the first deal that wasn’t
[done with] all our own money,” said Heese. “There were
lots of plans we could pursue, and had we done it with all
our own money, it would have sold the brand short. We
made up a list of all the people who had said, ‘if you ever
need money,’ and the first guy we went to put up the whole
deal. He didn’t want to be named — and he was a great
partner.”
Stellican acquired Indian for a reported $30-something million in 2006 and re-established the company in
Kings Mountain, N.C. The first bikes debuted in December
2008 to positive reviews from the motorcycle press. Notably, the revived-again Indians commanded a premium
price from the outset, about 50 percent more than comparable models from Harley.
“Our strategy is consistent: Come in at the top,” said
Heese. That means “no compromises, lots and lots of
chrome, real leather seats, no plastics. The Japanese bikes
are loaded with plastic, and all Harleys come with vinyl
seats. We gave Indian a show-car quality paint job. But,
like for like, theirs is $19,900, ours is $29,900. It means
there are fewer buyers there, but there are buyers there.”
And in short order, there was a buyer for the whole
company. Polaris Industries Inc., a leading maker of snowmobiles and parent company of Victory Motorcycles,
agreed to purchase Indian from Stellican in April 2011.

Courtesy of Chris-Craft
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“It speaks volumes to what Steve and Steve could do,
to step in and start pulling together this fragmented business and bring it back to life,” said Scott Wine, Polaris’
chief executive officer. “They got the revival started and
really let us pick it up along the way. We would probably
not have had the heart to take it all the way right out of
bankruptcy, and they did that hard work. But we are the
perfect business to take it to the height Stephen [Julius]
had envisioned, and he doesn’t become so attached that
he doesn’t know when to let go.”
The purchase price was not disclosed, but the Steves
say the deal met their expectations. “We’re disappointed if

That strategy recognized the fact that all steep curves are
prone to flatten.”
Chris-Craft is a different story. Unlike Indian, which
at least came with some viable designs and tooling, ChrisCraft had been so cheapened by the succession of previous
owners that Stellican essentially started from scratch.
The Steves hired Michael Peters, a naval architect
whose design portfolio includes everything from 200
mph-plus offshore world champion catamarans to 100-
foot-plus megayachts, and challenged him to create a
suite of new Chris-Craft models that combined classic
style with modern performance. Heese opened a new

Courtesy of Chris-Craft

Chris-Craft’s Corsair

we don’t make internal rates of return north of 35 percent,
simply because of the risk we’re taking,” said Heese. “When
you buy trademarks at auction and invest everything required, you deserve a good return and — knock on wood —
we’ve never had a loss. And we’ve achieved our objectives;
even in a down economy we’ve done well.”
Because there are only two Steves, Stellican is limited
in the number of deals it can pursue, and it has passed on
brands the principals would have dearly loved to acquire.
“It’s just Stephen and I, so we don’t have the bandwidth
to do more than two at a time,” said Heese. Normally, he
added, they also try to turn brands quickly. “At the beginning, the value creation curve is very steep. Before ChrisCraft, the average investment time was less than 24 months.
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factory in Florida, where he was able to tap into a rich
existing vein of boat-building skills.
The new Chris-Craft models have hull shapes recognizable from a mile away, yet also feature rich detail work
such as abundant real teak and clever retro touches such as
a perforated metal dashboard. As with Riva and Indian,
Stellican’s Chris-Craft came in at the top, with yachts
priced about 50 percent higher than their plainer rivals.
Ranging from 20 to 36 feet, they are priced from $47,000
to $550,000.
For powerboat lovers, the new Chris-Craft boats push
all the right buttons. Reviewing the flagship Corsair 36 in
Yachting magazine, Jay Coyle wrote: “Given 36 feet to play
with, Chris-Craft’s latest addition to its Corsair line is not
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the sort of product that most production boat bean counters would come up with. ... Let’s just say she is a beautiful
boat with excellent performance and a pedigree that
extends further back into yachting history than most of
us can remember.”
Indeed, few American brands can claim as rich a history. Born in 1861, the first year of the American Civil War,
Christopher Columbus Smith built his first “duck boat” in
1874. He went on to develop the first boatbuilding company to produce standardized designs, adopting the ChrisCraft name in 1924. Vanderbilts, Sloanes, Morgans and
Fords were Chris-Craft owners, as were F.D.R., J.F.K., Frank
Sinatra, Katherine Hepburn and Elvis Presley. And yes, that
is a vintage Chris-Craft piloted by Henry Fonda in “On
Golden Pond.”
Chris-Craft buyers like the history, but the brand also
delivers a high level of style and substance, said Jerry
Ipjian, an owner of dealerships around the Great Lakes and
in Florida. “When a guy buys a Ferrari, it’s for the looks, the
feel. People buy those things for the quality and distinction, so they don’t look like everybody else. That’s exactly
what Chris-Craft does. It’s an attention getter, it’s quality,
it’s elegant. I’ve pretty much eliminated other boats.”
Had everything gone according to plan, Stellican
probably would have sold Chris-Craft by now. But with
two young children, Heese was tired of chasing deals and
moving every two years, and Julius was amenable to holding on, even as the offers began pouring in.
“We made a lifestyle choice not to sell Chris-Craft
when the phone was ringing off the hook in ’06 and ’07,”
said Heese. “After selling Indian, we made a decision that
Chris-Craft is going to be our platform. We don’t know
exactly what that means. We started with zero; in ’08 we
did $60 million, and we saw a clear path to $100 million.
Little did we know the world would go into a death spiral.
So last year we did $30 million and in calendar [year] ’11,
we’ll do $40 million.”
Of course, if the world slips back into recession, all
bets are off. No one needs a power boat, or any kind of recreational watercraft, and the entire industry has been in
the doldrums for years. Bill Basler, president of the ChrisCraft Antique Boat Club, notes that the Smith family was
notoriously frugal, and aimed to build boats for “everyman,” as Ford had automobiles. Chris-Craft weathered the
Great Depression by introducing stripped-out models,
called Utilities, that sold for as little as $595, when most
powerboats were $1,500 to $2,500.
When Julius and Heese acquired Chris-Craft, “I believe
it was their desire to make it a prestige brand,” Basler said.
“That becomes the marketing challenge to me. Prestige
means you’re not going to be everyman’s Chris-Craft anymore. It’s going to be a high-priced boat. The question for
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the long haul is: Is that the right approach? Or can you be a
prestige brand and have economical offerings as well?”
Many boat companies have cut costs in recent years
by moving manufacturing to Asia, but Heese said it is important for Chris-Craft to be made in the United States.
“If you think about the feelings that the brand evokes, it
evokes feelings of a time when America was more innocent than it is now, and people want to know where they’re
built,” he said. “If you stand at a boat show, over the course
of a week you will get asked that question a lot.”
One way to use Chris-Craft as a platform is to extend
the brand into bags and apparel, a strategy that has worked
well for sporting goods companies ranging from Patagonia, originally a maker of specialized mountain-climbing
equipment, to Burton Snowboards. Harley Davidson has a
popular line of leather jackets and other bike-related clothing, which Stellican successfully emulated at Indian.
But such platform plays are more difficult than they
look, said Michael Jager, a brand design specialist who has
worked with Patagonia and Burton, as well as Levi’s and
Nike. Customers today crave authenticity, particularly
from heritage brands, so any line extension that seems
opportunistic or fake in any way risks alienating the very
people you want to attract, he said.
“To own a heritage brand with the word ‘craft’ in the
title now is just brilliant, that’s everybody’s dream,” Jager
said, noting that Levi’s newest brand is called “Made and
Crafted.” “But the transition from something so powerful
as a powerboat to apparel is a tricky one. I can imagine a
Chris-Craft apparel line that really had insight, that really
was about being on the water, but it would have to have
excellent workmanship and utility.”
Julius and Heese say they will ensure that any extensions of the Chris-Craft brand meet their standards for
high quality. They intend to keep all product development
in-house, but will seek out manufacturing partners with
proven track records. And Julius said that apparel is just
one option. He has not ruled out sailboats, which the original Chris-Craft built alongside its better-known power
yachts, and he believes the brand name can be extended to
a wide range of water- and sea-related items.
Nor is Stellican done buying heritage brands, Julius
said. The company made a play for MG, the classic British
sports car brand, going so far as to strike a deal with Bob
Lutz, then vice chairman of General Motors, to produce
cars on the Pontiac Solstice chassis, but were outbid by the
Chinese. He says he is constantly on the lookout for brands
that are authentic, aspirational and acquirable.
“I’m passionate about brands,” Julius said. “I can
envision products; I can conjure up lifestyles around that
brand. Maybe other people would call it creativity.
I would call it common sense.”
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aul Maritz, CEO of VMware, a fast-growing high-tech company
with a $38 billion market cap, is back in Silicon Valley. Maritz, who grew
up in South Africa, began his career in London in the 1970s, and went
to work at Intel in the early ’80s, at the dawn of the PC era, which revolutionized computing. He was at Intel when its legendary founders,
Robert Noyce and Gordon Moore, and its iconic CEO and later chairman,
Andrew Grove, still walked the halls demonstrating to the young Maritz
how to build and run a great company. Maritz carried their lessons with
him throughout his career. From Intel, Maritz moved to Microsoft, where
another revolution was taking place — on the desktop and at the office. Maritz was
of PCs were taking shape. At Microsoft, Maritz was a member of the company’s five-person
executive management team, which included Bill Gates and Steve Ballmer.

Credit
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at Microsoft from ’86 to 2000, when Windows, databases, client servers, and networks
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Now, at VMware, Maritz gets to be a revolutionary for
the third time, this time focusing on cloud computing.
VMware, as Maritz describes it, straddles two eras — the
first being the PC, database and client server era; and the
second, the post-PC era of cloud computing. VMware
enables companies to move to the post-PC era without
abandoning everything that came before it. Maritz, who
studied history and economics before being introduced
to what would become his passion, programming, has
thought a lot about leadership, his industry and how
the world is changing. Maritz recently spoke with
Korn/Ferry Senior Client Partners Al Delattre and Kristen Badgley, and with Briefings’ editor-in-chief, Joel
Kurtzman, at VMware’s Palo Alto, Calif., headquarters.

two of these personalities in one person. It’s important
when you are building an organization to have people
in positions of leadership who respect each other
and, most importantly, know who they’re not. Often
when I see organizations and teams get into trouble,
it’s because somebody thinks he’s the visionary, or the
enforcer, when he’s not.
Which characteristics do you embody?

Maritz: I know the ones I’m not. I’m not the enforcer,
and I’m not the champion of the customer. I’m a coward, I’m afraid to say. I hate confrontation. I’ll do everything I can to avoid it. So I need to have somebody on
the leadership team who forces me to come to grips
with those issues.

Briefings: You’ve been quoted as saying there are four
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major leadership attributes and that it’s rare to find

Given the companies in which you worked, has

all four in one person. What did you mean by that?

your leadership style changed over the years?

Maritz: One of the things I’ve learned is that there
are very few cases, in fact none that I’ve seen, where a
successful organization is led by a single individual.
I’m not referring to titles. This is something I saw
when I went to work at Intel in the early ’80s. At Intel,
the founders — who were all still there — were very
thoughtful on this subject. Bob Noyce and Gordon
Moore had well-defined roles as to what each of them
did. Andy Grove, the CEO did, too. Andy was clearly the
manager and the enforcer; Gordon was the thought
leader; Bob was the external spokesperson.
From this, you can generalize that a team of almost
any size generally has to have at least four personalities involved. You need somebody who has the vision
and understands where you need to go. You need somebody who’s the manager and knows how to organize
people and motivate people to get there and deal with
the conflicts and tensions that come up as you try to
move a group of people in a particular direction. You
need somebody who’s the champion of the customer —
someone who can translate your vision into terms
the customers can understand and provide feedback
because of the realities of the marketplace. And last,
you need the enforcer. You need the guy who can say,
“Okay, we’ve debated this long enough. Time to decide.”
In my experience, you almost never find more than

Maritz: Yes. When I was at Microsoft from ’86 to 2000,
there was somebody else who was the external face
of the company and who was the symbolic head of the
company. One of the things, among others, that I have
to realize is that now, as a CEO, there’s an element of
being the external face of the company that can’t be
avoided. As CEO, people want to know who you are. They
want to know what you think, what your values are.
So, you’ve got to expose yourself in ways that haven’t
always been comfortable for me. But I’ve learned that
I have to do that — especially internally. It’s part of my
job. Loyalty only comes through contact. And unless
you’re in contact with the people you work with, they’re
not going to develop the rapport and loyalty and emotional connection you need.
How do you make contact and create rapport?

Maritz: Yes, but I don’t do as much as I should. When
I do it, I enjoy it because I always learn something when
I go and sit down and talk to somebody. It’s always interesting. So, I’ve given our head of human resources the
objective of reforming me in that regard — of getting
me to go around more and talk to people.
What else is important internally beside contact?

Maritz: In leading a high-tech company, this nebulous
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quality we call passion is really important. The kind of
jobs we do here in the heart of Silicon Valley can’t be
done by someone just because they’re a professional
manager. These businesses are not like most other businesses. Our output is a result of some very committed
and intelligent people creating intellectual goods. They
have to be inspired, and they need to feel this is more
than just a business, that we’re actually trying to create
interesting things, that we’re trying to build new and
innovative products, that we’re taking different approaches to things. And I don’t think you can really
inspire the kind of passion these people need to do their
jobs unless you yourself are passionate about what
you do and about what the company does.
Does that passion make you in a sense VMware?
Does it make you the embodiment of the company?

Maritz: No. I’m not VMware. But I am passionate about
what we do here. And I find what we do incredibly
interesting. But I am not VMware by any stretch of
the imagination. And I think that’s actually healthy for
the company. I think when you get organizations that
are so completely identified with one individual you
really create challenges for yourself going forward, and
you also create them for the organization.

And with that, he closed the door and left. That had a big
impact on me. It was the view that everyone in the organization was important, that you don’t automatically
get the right to pontificate or have different resources
because of your position.
Have you carried those lessons forward in your
career?

Maritz: I try to. Intel had a big impact on me, especially
about having respect for people. For example, ever since
then, I’ve tried to be on time for meetings because making a bunch of people wait for you is a way of communicating that your time is more valuable than theirs. But
there’s one thing I always joke about regarding Intel’s
culture. Mr. Clean. They actually had a Mr. Clean. Every
building had its executive, and every quarter the executive would literally do a bed check of all cubicles to
make sure they were clean and neat. You could get cited
for sins like bad wire management if you had lots of
wires underneath your desk. Bad wire management
was a sin. And I remember when I went to Microsoft
in the mid-’80s, I tried to take some of that culture
with me.
What would be an example of what you took to
Microsoft from Intel?

You mentioned how much you learned from your
experience at Intel. How has it influenced the way
you lead?

Maritz: One of the things that had the greatest impact
on me was that Intel’s culture was a meritocracy. It was
straightforward. It was very explicit and disciplined
about things.They didn’t have an executive row. Every
executive sat in a different building, and everybody had
a cubicle. Now, Andy Grove, who was CEO, had his cubicle in the corner, so he had the corner cubicle, but it was
still a cubicle. About two or three months after I arrived
there, a colleague and I wanted to discuss something. So
I went and found a conference room and sat in it. Suddenly, the door opened and it was Andy Grove. It turned
out we were using his personal conference room, which
I didn’t know he had. He opened the door and he saw
us and he got a start and we got a start. Then he looked
at us and said, “Are you doing work?” And I said, “Yes.”
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Maritz: How employee reviews were done. Intel had
this notion of rating and ranking people where you
were not only rated on a scale of one to five with regard
to how you did your job, but every group also had to
rank employees on the basis of who they would fire first
if they were under a squeeze. That was always very fascinating because if you look at someone’s ranking and if
you look at their ratings and you’ve got someone rated
five on a scale of one to five, but he’s way down on your
ranking, meaning you would let that person go if you
were under a squeeze, what does that say? When you
see that, you immediately have to ask, what’s going on
here? It starts a very useful dialogue to have with managers about how they think about their people. Do they
reward people based on tenure and seniority, or the
value they contribute to the organization? If you do
these two very separate exercises, then you can say to a
manager, “Look, you’ve got a guy who’s rated very high
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but ranked very low. What’s going on here?” I took that
and merged that into the culture at Microsoft.
Would you act if there were a big difference between
a rating and a ranking?

Maritz: Yes. And over the years we got more sophisticated about it. At Microsoft, people would never give a
5.0 rating, meaning you walked on water. It just wasn’t
the culture. So I’d say, “Look, we’ve got thousands of
employees. There must be at least one here in this organization who’s a 5.0.” Later, I instituted this thing that
whenever anybody got a 5.0 rating, I would get Bill
Gates and march him down the hallway and have him
sit down and have a one-on-one in the office of the
person who was a 5.0. It was kind of a fun thing to do
because everybody would know, and everybody would
see Bill Gates walking down the hallway and going into
this person’s office and spending an hour there. Bill
would really enjoy it because generally the person was
extremely bright, and the one thing you could do that
would always get Bill Gates excited was to have him talk
to someone with a high IQ.
Did you bring this approach to VMware?

Maritz: In various forms, and not in quite the same
way. But I do try to push to get people recognized. We
don’t rank people in the way that I’ve done in the past,
because every organization is different.
You said Intel was a very straightforward company.
How are you making VMware straightforward?

Maritz: We’re in the process of trying to learn how to
do that right now. One experiment that we’re doing is
asking each manager/leader in the company to write
down his/her values and to be open about them in
public and say, look, here are the five, six, seven things
that guide me in my life. Then, when the time comes
for those managers to be reviewed, we’ll ask everyone
they know, does this person behave this way? If they
say they have respect for people, do they? There’s no
tale so seductive as the one you tell yourself. So, this
is to try and be more thoughtful and honest with ourselves about who we are and who we’re not. We’re
working our way through that.
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Did Intel influence you in other ways?

Maritz: We haven’t instituted it yet, but Intel was very
good at teaching courses on big things, like culture,
and also on mundane things, like how to run a project.
There was even a course on how to run a meeting. What
was really interesting was that the courses weren’t
taught by professionals. Once you became a manager,
you were expected to teach a certain number of those
classes each year. They had people who created the
materials, but you were encouraged to personalize
them. There were courses on how to work. There was
even a course on constructive confrontation, which I
never taught, but always imagined as a sort of a Monty
Python bit — “This is a course on constructive confron
tation.” “No, it isn’t.”
Your own background is anything but typical for a
CEO of a fast-growing high tech company. Would you
mind talking about it?

Maritz: I grew up in Southern Africa, on a cattle ranch
in what’s now Zimbabwe. It was a certainly a very different experience from Silicon Valley. We didn’t have electricity in our house when I was young. We used to go
to bed by oil lamp. In some ways, when I look back, I
have to say I was a very fortunate child. It was a very
rich experience. I had parents who were themselves
well educated and intelligent, both of them products of
the Great Depression era, so they were determined that
their children would get a better start than they had got.
They encouraged us to be educated and to use education
as our passport in life. Early on, I was interested in all
things mechanical. Later, I got interested in history and
economics and things like that. When I started at the
University of Natal, I studied economics. While I was
there, IBM sponsored a programming contest. This was
in 1974, so there wasn’t a computer science department
yet. Because I was studying economics, I had to take
statistics. The university decided that first-year
statistics students should learn how to program computers. They taught us BASIC programming as an exper
iment because somebody had written a BASIC package
that ran on the mainframe. When IBM held the programming competition, I discovered programming and
it was love at first sight. I won the IBM competition in
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my first year writing programs in BASIC. So I very
quickly decided that I wanted to change careers and
go into computer science. But clearly the center of the
computing universe was not in Southern Africa.
What did you do next?

On Paul Maritz’s
Leadership Style

N

Maritz: My mother was of British origin. Because of
that I could go and work in London. I showed up in
London in January 1978, and knocked on doors and
said, “Here I am. Have you got work for me?” It was
the off-season for recruiting so I didn’t find anything.
Even IBM turned me down. Finally, I got a job at the
Burroughs Corporation, back when there was a Burroughs Corporation. In the ’70s, Burroughs was a very
cool company. It was the anti-IBM computer company.
In fact, when I was in college, I worked on Burroughs
mainframes. They were programmed with a high-level
language and had virtual memory and all the cool things
of those days. But for all my excitement, the first job
they gave me was to debug the firmware for the world’s
first ATM machine. The printer had a bug. For all my
high hopes about working on the far frontiers of computer science, here I was debugging the printer in the
world’s first ATM machine. It was a pretty humble start.
When people think about VMware, they think about

oteworthy in Paul Maritz’s description of his

own leadership style is his focus on interpersonal dynamics, engagement and trust. One might expect a CEO who’s
leading a technological revolution might highlight his
business instincts, strategic insights, or deep technical
skills. To the contrary, Maritz emphasizes the importance
of self-awareness, clear and frequent communication,
and empowering others. This is what we call the Social/
Participative leadership style, in which leaders tap into
the collective intelligence of their team by eliciting and
integrating feedback and ideas from others, and by
putting a premium on clear and open communication.
While Maritz describes himself as an introvert, his values
and priorities as a leader clearly speak to his attention
and attunement to team dynamics, and to the experience of the individuals who work for him. His ability to
put himself in others’ shoes and nurture high performers
is part of what defines him as a leader.

cloud computing. There is a lot of talk about the cloud



—Dana Landis, Ph.D., Vice President,

and how it will change everything. Will it change
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everything?

Maritz: It will change quite a lot of things. What it
really represents is the next major interaction between
enterprise computing — basically business computing
— and consumer forces. Client-servers were the first
interaction. That’s when PCs encountered minicomputers. The canonical data fabric that came out of that interaction was the relational database. The applications
that came out of that were very successful but with an
enormous amount of complexity built into them. As a
result, the client-server generation of computing was
inflexible, and businesses had to spend a lot on their
operating infrastructures. We’re going into a new era,
the cloud era. With this technology, we can reach customers and other people in fundamentally different
ways, more real-time, and in much larger numbers. And
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it will help free up expenses, which means primarily
operational expenses.
Does that mean the cloud is about bringing down the
cost of computing?

Maritz: It’s more than that. Ultimately, the cloud is going
to be about how do we deal with customers in a world
where just three years ago 95 percent of the devices
attached to the Internet were PCs — hundreds of millions
of them. Contrast that with that idea that three years
from now, fewer than 20 percent of the devices attached
to the Internet will be PCs. There will be billions of
devices — tablets, smartphones and so on — attached to
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the Internet. So the question is, how do we absorb all
that information and make sense of it and construct
new business models out of it? This is one of the most
interesting transitions going on.
Is that the only transition going on?

Martz: No. We’re moving into the post-PC era. This
is not just that people are now holding smartphones
and tablets in their hands. It’s what they do with these
devices that is changing. The vision behind the PC era
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that people like Steve Jobs and Bill Gates saw was, “How
do we automate the life of a white-collar worker circa
1975, sitting in front of a desk?” PCs successfully did
that. But white-collar work is built around documents,
and that’s not what people under the age of 35 are doing
anymore. They don’t sit in front of keyboards and lovingly prepare documents like paper bills and letters
and forms that look beautiful. Instead, they’re ingesting
very large streams of information in much smaller
chunks that are coming to them all the time. This brings
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challenges: How do you filter all of that? How do you
comment on it? How do you recombine it, flow it
back out again? These are the forces that are coming
together that we lump under the label cloud. They speak
to a profoundly new set of interactions regarding how
consumers view and consume information and how
businesses operate.

lot of the wellness information, and they have to break
down their own internal silos and say, “We don’t have
an IT organization, and we don’t have a marketing group.
We have a business and we’re all in it. So, how do we
use the tools we have at hand to reconceptualize the
business we’re in?”
The cloud will require businesses to rethink their

How big is this change going to be?

business models?

Maritz: This change is going to be very profound. When
the wheels of change are done grinding, they will have
ground things very fine. And our challenge here at VMware, as I see it, is that we were born as the remedial
technology for the client-server generations to transition to what’s coming. We’re kind of straddling the eras,
and these straddles are not easy to do. I think the transitions I’m mentioning will be a 10- to 20-year journey.
We’re still at the beginning of it.

Maritz: Yes. Let me give you another example from a
supermarket company. A guy came to us and said, like
the pharmacy, “The only way we touch our customers is
when they get to the checkout counter. By then they’ve
already made all their purchasing decisions, and the
stuff is already in their baskets. We want to reach people while they’re walking around the supermarket.” He
went on to say, “So we want to be able to combine information from the smart device they have in their pocket,
from the infrared cameras we have in the aisles, and so
on. When somebody is standing for a long time in front
of the Pampers display, we want to construct an ad for
that person right then and there, not wait until they’ve
made their decision and moved on. We want to know
when they come back in a month’s time so we can run
the data analytics and find out whether they bought any
Pampers. If not, we want to make them another offer.”
To do that, we’re going to have to have a new generation
of applications. But we’re doing this from a world that
is still in the client-server area focused around nonreal-time paper documents such as bills. We have to
change that world to one that’s fundamentally a realtime, scaled-out world. These examples are a long way
of saying that to enable such a fundamental transition
to occur, we happen to be the custodians of one of the
few technologies that allows you to take the expense
out of your existing infrastructure and existing applications so that you can apply it going forward.

What should people running businesses be thinking
when they think about the cloud?

Maritz: Let me give you two examples. I was talking to
a pharmacy chain that has been doing some really interesting thinking about how to reconceptualize its business. They have 470 stores around the United States.
Instead of viewing those stores as a problem — owning
or leasing physical real estate in the digital era — they
realized if they view themselves as being in the wellness
business, as opposed to being in the pharmacy business,
then their footprint provides enormous opportunities.
If, for example, they hired a slightly different type of
person to work in the pharmacies, they could do inoculations of babies. And, they could deliver those inoculations at a fifth of the cost of a doctor’s visit. And, because
of their locations, they’re much more convenient than
a doctor’s visit. They have stores on almost on every corner. And, if you can’t get an appointment at one store,
there’s another one right down the road where you can
get an appointment. But to do all that, the company has
to reconceptualize how they relate to their customers.
You can’t do that if the only time you have contact with
customers is at the checkout counter. So, they realized
that if they want to build a longer-term relationship
with customers, they have to become a repository for a
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Aside from the obvious metrics, like revenue, are you
finding there’s a lot of interest in what you are doing?

Maritz: Let me put it this way. At our last VMworld,
which took place in Las Vegas, 19,000 people showed
up. VMworld is half technical conference, half trade
show, half cult happening.
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Starts
Here
he power to innovate, like many other kinds of power, is fraught with
paradoxes. It must start at the top but be disseminated widely; it must be part of the
CEO’s vision, but the vision must be shared; the CEO must lead, but buy-in from others is required. And while innovation often requires extra hours of work — not to
mention a deeper, more perceptive way of thinking — if the CEO does not prod the
group into moving in this direction, the organization will demand it. The happy
truth is, people want to work for innovative firms. And yet, too many CEOs fail to
grasp the degree to which their organizations look to them for guidance. Even worse,
some CEOs fail to understand their role in the innovation process, which can retard
or even stop progress.
Approaching innovation correctly is not easy. It requires the right ideas, the right
culture, the right people and the right leadership to bring it all together. Let’s face it,
innovation fuels the engine of growth, but leadership gets the fuel to the engine. This
leadership is driven from the top and requires that CEOs have both the organizational
credibility and emotional capital for a successful innovation agenda. The most successful CEOs recognize that a hard-driving strategic agenda isn’t enough. Innovation
requires capturing people’s hearts as well as their minds. If the organization has been
alienated, the risk factor goes up exponentially.
Here’s an illustration of why this is so important. When Jacques Nasser became
CEO of the Ford Motor Company in 1999, he already had a distinguished career at the
company spanning 33 years. At the time he took over, Ford was in excellent shape. It
had $143 billion in revenue, strong earnings of about $6.6 billion, and a share price of
around $65 (a level it has not reached since). It had several highly profitable category
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leaders, including SUVs and light trucks in the
United States, and a number of well-designed
smaller cars aimed at Europe, Asia and Brazil. It
also had 370,000 motivated employees.
Nasser’s vision, however, was not to build on
Ford’s impressive base through an intense focus
on product innovation — new models, new designs, new technologies, new features. Rather, it
was to focus on some key acquisitions, like Land
Rover, the luxury off-road vehicle brand. It was
also to put Ford’s high-end portfolio of cars — Jaguar, Aston Martin, Volvo and Land Rover — into
a distinct entity, the Premier Auto Group (PAG).
PAG was Nasser’s baby. There were glamorous
regional offices in Berkeley Square in London and
an imposing new headquarters building for the
group in Irvine, Calif., distinct from the company’s
headquarters in Dearborn, Mich. Though the PAG
group was run as a business unit, its existence was
downplayed so that the individual brands would
be seen as independent, and not as units of massmarket Ford.

in the mainstream organization, which prevented
those innovations from being shared.
Nasser’s dreams were big. He projected that
PAG would be earning up to 80 percent of Ford’s
profit within a decade, and he projected wildly
optimistic sales figures. Jaguar’s sales were pegged
at 800,000 cars a year, from about 100,000 in 1999.
(In reality, Jaguar’s 2011 sales are expected to be
just under 200,000.) Volvo’s sales were pegged at
650,000 cars in the United States alone (double
Volvo’s actual 2011 projected global sales figure).
At the same time that he was investing in PAG,
Nasser was looking at Ford’s core business as a cost
cutter. In the first year, he closed money-losing
plants, discontinued models that didn’t generate
desired profits, sold losing operations and weeded
out executives. Not unneeded activities, but difficult to do when you’re aggressively investing in
areas of the company that the work force views as
only tangential to the company’s core mission.
Nasser also put new human resources policies
in place, mandating that 10 percent of workers

When the intention at the top is to build a sustainable company
that benefits all, decisions are made to further that intention.
As PAG grew ever more exclusive, it became
more expensive to operate. It populated its advertisements not with Ford’s cadre of “regular people,”
but with “beautiful people.” To demonstrate that it
was hip, it even installed fuel cells to heat and cool
its Irvine headquarters.
But while it concentrated on luxury, it also
distanced itself from the rest of the company. Remember that Ford began in 1903, with a mission of
fulfilling the transportation needs of ordinary people. This was one of Henry Ford’s most innovative
ideas. But now, under Nasser’s leadership, it was in
the business of selling high-priced cars, like Volvos, and ultra-high-priced cars, like Aston Martins.
Rather than being seen as innovating, PAG
was viewed by the rest of the company as distancing itself from the company and its roots. Instead
of having people in the company buy in to Nasser’s goals for the group, PAG was increasingly
thought of as a diversion, with many worrying
that Nasser was taking his attention away from
what really mattered. But there was another problem. Even if innovations emerged at PAG, its independence and isolation were creating resentment
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receive a “C” grade, which could lead to termination.
Nasser’s justification for this was that new people,
new philosophies and new technologies were required to assure Ford’s success in the new economy
— all reasonable assumptions, but with a price tag
in terms of employee engagement. While other
CEOs of his day, most notably Jack Welch at G.E.,
used this approach, the changes further alienated
Ford’s employee base and lowered their willingness to stand behind the company’s leadership.
So in 2000, when Ford’s flagship four-wheeldrive sport utility vehicle, the Explorer, was involved in numerous rollover accidents, the moral
support that Nasser needed to survive the crisis
was gone, and his vision would never be realized.
As the disaster unfolded, employee morale was
shaken, and Ford’s famous quality image was tarnished. Ford reported its first consecutive quarterly losses in nearly a decade, and stock prices
plummeted.
The Explorer incident soured Ford’s fortunes
and contributed to Nasser’s removal in October
2001. By the end of the decade, all of the car brands
within PAG had been sold. When Bill Ford replaced
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Nasser as CEO, he announced that his first task
would be repairing stakeholder relationships and
going back to the basics of the car and truck business. He also made it clear that his intention for
the automaker was innovation and growth.
This is an important point — intention is a
powerful force in both leadership and innovation.
When the intention at the top is to build a sustainable company that benefits all, decisions are made
to further that intention. When it’s about power
or beating the competition or even maintaining
the status quo instead of winning for customer,
company and stakeholders, decision making is
completely different.
After his tenure as CEO, when Bill Ford worked
to build an innovation culture throughout the
entire organization, finding someone who could
carry on his vision of sustainable growth was at
the top of Ford’s mind. If he had learned one thing
in running the company, it was that innovation
too often was lost in the day-to-day drama, and it

stabbing executive culture, with fiefs spread
around the globe that paralyzed the company’s
decision making. Mulally managed to unite (or
send packing) these competing factions and establish an executive team whose members actually
work together for a common purpose. Ford Motor
also began leveraging its worldwide capabilities,
bringing the cool Ford Fiesta and the new global
Focus to America.
All of what Mulally did to move the company
forward would be impressive at any time, but it’s
nearly miraculous today. Unlike its two Detroit
rivals, Ford didn’t declare bankruptcy and didn’t
request emergency United States government
funds during the recent financial crisis. And while
the company is not fully out of the woods, by
mid-2010 Ford had posted a $4.7 billion profit and
began reducing its debt.
Ford and Mulally are proof that extraordinary
leaders with vision and determination really can
make the difference in an organization. This is

When it’s about power or beating the competition or even maintaining the status quo instead of winning for customer, company
and stakeholders, decision making is completely different.
seldom survived internal politics. So when he
went looking for a new leader, he wasn’t looking
just for a talented executive but a partner in spirit
— someone who could reinvent and reimagine an
entire corporate culture focused on innovation.
Bill Ford found his man in the No. 2 chair at an aircraft manufacturer, Boeing.
The choice of Alan Mulally shocked industry
observers. Never had someone with absolutely no
car experience been appointed to such a high position. But the person who drove the development
and commercialization of the innovative Boeing
777 had what Ford needed, and he wasted little
time proving his worth. Sensing long before Ford’s
crosstown rivals that the automotive business was
about to get extremely difficult, Mulally’s first task
was to ensure that Ford had enough cash on hand
to weather a recessionary storm. He did this by
mortgaging all of Ford’s assets on Wall Street, borrowing $23.5 billion. “I spoke to a room with over
500 bankers,” he recalled. “Why did they give us
the money? Because we had a plan.”
That plan included fixing an insular, back-
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especially true when a leader has the support of the
board. The Ford Motor Company is now in a position to succeed, not only because of the company
Mulally has rebuilt, but the one that Chairman Bill
Ford has envisioned. The chairman is passionate
about innovation and making its vehicles more
fuel-efficient. By investing in a number of technologies, including electrification, biofuels, fuel cells
and more efficient gas engines, Ford is securing its
future growth. By increasing spending on innovation when everyone else was cutting back, Ford
ensured its sustainability. That’s where the company’s future lies. Despite the precarious financial
position of the company, Ford has a good chance
of succeeding because, unlike a decade earlier, its
focus isn’t on power; instead, it’s on innovation.

From Oh No! to Go Hasbro!
asbro, the No. 2 toy company in the
world, has been through an evolution of
leadership that has moved the company
from an environment happy with maintaining the
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status quo to one on the cutting edge of continuing innovation. Founded in 1923 as a pencil-box
company, Hasbro faced one of its greatest challenges in 1996 when Mattel endeavored to take it
over. Though it failed, the attempted coup sent a
signal — things needed to change.
Looking to revitalize the company, Hasbro
brought in a consultant who rearranged parts of
the organization, but without a strong innovation
strategy its traditional brands were neglected.
Instead, the toymaker chased hot licenses tied to
movies like Star Wars and Spider-Man. It also suffered from internal competition, with divisions
acting like unruly siblings, competing against one
another for attention.
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The reckoning came in 2000. That year, Hasbro’s revenue fell more than 10 percent, to $3.8 billion, and it lost $144.6 million. Fighting to regain
its footing, Hasbro turned to Alfred Verrecchia,
who had been with the company for 38 years. Verrecchia was promoted to president in 2000, and
he quickly initiated crucial changes, including
moving all the far-flung toy divisions to headquarters in Pawtucket, R.I., to cut costs and get them to
work together; reducing $1.2 billion in long-term
debt; and focusing on extending Hasbro’s main
brands, such as G.I. Joe, Monopoly and Easy-Bake
Oven. In 2003, he was appointed CEO.
His leadership helped to complete the turnaround, centered primarily on reinvigorating the
company’s classic toys and games and adapting its
lineup to the increasing influence of electronics.
Between 2003 and his retirement in 2008, the stock
price increased 60 percent, net income more than
doubled and sales climbed 22 percent.
Central to Verrecchia’s success was a young
visionary who joined the company in 2000, Brian
Goldner. Goldner was responsible for taking
Transformers from a $30 million product line to a
$500 million core brand. It was no surprise then
that the CEO’s mantel passed to him on Verrecchia’s retirement. Goldner had not only earned the
job; he was perfect for it. In his first years, Goldner
implemented a strategy that is still leading to sustainable growth, even during the economic downturn. In 2010, the company gave him a raise and a
new contract to keep him on board.
For nearly a century, Hasbro has made it
through the ups and downs of leadership, and
through leadership it has a bright future. It wasn’t
always on track, but it managed to find its way, as
most of the companies we talked about have. What
today’s Ford and Hasbro have in common is someone at the top who believes in innovation, has the
courage to champion it and has the desire for everyone involved to win — not for power, domination,
control or ego — but for customer and company.
We started off by saying leadership is the glue
that connects the innovation dots and creates the
playbook for a true innovation company to follow.
Because we believe that to be true, we want to
share something very special that CEOs should
recognize and know —the thoughts and feelings
of people who work for them, their employees.
What follows is a candid, emotional and hopeful
message, in the form of a letter, that captures the
thoughts that every CEO should know.
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Dear CEO,
You hold the keys to our destiny. As your employees,

sal for having tried. Making this possible is all in your hands.

our future depends on you, so we wanted to share our thoughts

You determine whether our focus will be on trying to achieve

with you. You are the company’s chief architect — your design

what is possible, or on making sure we are never to blame.

sets the tone for everything. If you design a business based on

We’re excited about the vision you’re creating and hope

growth and innovation, we will be unleashed to build and create.

you’ll share it in a way that we can relate to. The vision has to

If you design a business based on cost cutting or productivity, we

be big enough and worthwhile enough to inspire us and clear

will stay focused only on what already exists, trying to do things

enough so we all know our roles in making it happen. You’re a

cheaper, faster, better. How you design the plans will determine

great communicator, but sometimes we don’t get the message

whether we unite to create an exciting future beyond what any

because it’s all wrapped up in fear of failure and pressure to per-

of us could individually imagine, or whether we will simply fight

form to standards mired in numbers instead of achievements.

to survive.

We know you’re under tremendous pressure to cut costs

We’re committed to doing well, both for ourselves and for

and promote efficiency. Things are tough everywhere. We agree

our company. With your leadership, we can achieve something

that operational efficiency can’t be ignored, but with your guid-

great and sustainable. We want to play full out, using all the

ance and empowerment, there are people in our organization

talents we have to contribute in this world. We measure our

who can manage the processes necessary to “do things right.”

success by the yardstick you provide. If the measure is doing

What these people can’t do is to provide the leadership that

what we’re told, then we’ll be careful to do just that. If you set a

determines “what the right things are to do.” This is your sole

vision that excites us and measures us by our ability to uniquely

responsibility.

and boldly take it as far as we can, we’ll do that.
We need your vision, integrity and courage to bring out

We crave courageous leadership — unlimited by barriers
that put what’s reasonable above what’s possible. We know that

the greatness in each of us. We’re counting on you to be that

in today’s world, these words might seem irresponsible or dan-

leader, because no one else in the company can take your place.

gerous to your career. We also know that as you listen and cre-

Only you can set the vision that will inspire and motivate us.

ate an environment where we are expected to use our creativity

Together, we can achieve the company’s rightful destiny. Your

to deliver results and to reach for the stars, imagine and explore,

hands control the tremendous resources that are available in
our organization. These resources can either be used to create
ground-breaking innovation and market supremacy, or they can

“possible” then becomes reasonable.
Growing the company requires that all of us, especially
you, become explorers. Without exploration there is no discov-

be micromanaged, diminished and underutilized. The culture

ery, and without discovery there is no innovation. That means

you create will either focus us on business possibility and an

risking failure, something we’re willing to do if you are.

abundance mentality, or will keep us contained by fear, using
our political skills to compete for limited resources in an endless internally competitive game.
We want to be part of something that encourages us to
move beyond perceived limitations. We want to be proud of
you, our CEO, and to feel honored to be a part of this company.
We want to believe in what this company can accomplish, not
just for ourselves, but for the world.
Please call us to a level of greatness that most of us never
dreamt possible, but that we are proud to attempt. We are willing to stretch ourselves far enough to ensure that we will
sometimes fail. And when we fail, we want to feel proud that
we took it as far as we could and that we have learned and
grown from our mistakes.
When we take risks to help push the company forward, your understanding and appreciation will ensure that we continue to give it
our all, and don’t slink away in fear of repri-

You set the tone. When people see you or someone on
your team annihilate an associate for taking a risk, it ensures

that very few of us will ever seek out the opportunity to achieve

the latter is true, you’ll need to better harness your weapons to

something great. We’re sure you have witnessed this type of

achieve your goals. Diversity of thinking is very important in

degradation or felt its sting yourself. The ongoing fear this

creating an environment of innovation and growth. If you shut

creates convinces us that we aren’t empowered to think inde-

us down, you’ll lose this advantage.

pendently. You will then have to specifically direct us or micro-

If you set an innovation strategy and are proactive, not

manage us to get anything done. Do you see how this will

reactive, in driving it forward, we’ll all thrive. For that to happen

exponentially diminish what we can accomplish? Even with

you have to outline the priorities for the business and help us

your extraordinary capacity, you can’t hope to direct and evalu-

to succeed by providing the guidance and tools to do so.

ate the work of thousands of people — it’s a waste of your talent and energy.
Instead of intimidation, what we want and need is a safe

Demonstrate that innovation is a priority by appropriating
the needed funds and providing the visibility for people to see
this is true. Always remember that actions speak louder than

environment where we can risk the occasional failure and speak

words. If you’re courageous, we will be too. Take risks to move

openly to help the company achieve its goals. In this environ-

the company forward through innovation and growth. If you

ment, we will have the passion and commitment needed to

don’t, in the end, you’ll lose the respect of your best team

make our company extraordinary instead of just average or even

members and that will hurt all of us — especially you. It’s your

mediocre. If you ask for our courage and honesty in telling you

responsibility to retain and develop great leaders, because

when you or the company is off track, you won’t be told that you

without them you can’t succeed. We’re all in this together —

look elegant as you step off the cliff and fall to your own demise.

or at least we should be.

We’ve all seen that happen, and it’s not what we want for you.

In the past, many of us have been troubled by the amount

Transparency is an innovation imperative and as much as we

of time we end up spending on keeping innovation from mov-

want greatness for ourselves, we also want greatness for you.

ing backward, instead of moving it forward. We’ve worked for

You have the power to make this happen, if you remember

leaders that had great potential to be an innovation leader, yet

to own your own power. What that means is to recognize how

they weren’t able to capitalize on their promise commercially.

much is under your control and how using that power wisely is

We don’t want this to happen to you. Creating a culture that

now one of your greatest responsibilities.
The day you took this job, you changed. As CEO, you’re not

encourages successful innovation will deliver big dividends for
all of us. By doing these things, we know we can build a world-

the same as you were the day before. If you don’t own your

class organization that is united and focused on winning in the

own power, you will use it without responsibility. Think of it as

marketplace, not just internally.

a nuclear weapon. If you use it as a threat or set it off without

There’s one last thing we have to say. The most respected

thinking, you lead by intimidation. That works for a while, but

leaders we know have come to their role with the humility of

eventually, silently or openly, people will leave or rebel. Watch

a servant. As a CEO who serves, you will empower your people

the people inside the company and see if they are acting em-

to do amazing things. Believe in what you’re doing, believe in

powered or are telling you exactly what you want to hear. If

what can be done and stay open, excited and driven to achieve
an inspired vision. You’re not in this alone, but you are the only
one who can make it happen — because the buck doesn’t just
start with you, it ends there too.
Sincerely,
Your People
Jane Edison Stevenson is vice chairman for board and CEO services
at Korn/Ferry International, the world’s leading C-suite talent management firm, and has spent 25 years assessing and recruiting the
world’s top innovation leaders.
Bilal Kaafarani is group president and chief innovation officer of
Yildiz Holdings, the owner of Godiva and more than 90 other brands.
He was previously head of global innovation and R.& D. for
the Coca-Cola Company and before that held innovation
roles at PepsiCo, Procter & Gamble, and Kraft.
Adapted from Breaking Away: How Great Leaders
Create Innovation that Drives Sustainable Growth —
and Why Others Fail, published by McGraw-Hill.
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in Review
Embrace Your Fear
How to succeed in an
anxious world

P

rior to a 2003 playoff
game between the Portland Trailblazers and the Dallas Mavericks at Portland’s Rose Garden Arena, a 13-year
old girl named Natalie Gilbert
stepped onto the floor to sing the
National Anthem. Natalie had won
a local contest, and her prize was the
honor of singing the anthem before
the Blazers game. But as she began
to sing, the young girl, nervous and
fighting a flu bug, promptly forgot
the words to the song. In that terrible
moment, in front of 20,000 fans, she
simply stopped, and time slowed to a
crawl as everyone in the building felt
the pain of her humiliating moment.
But suddenly, a rescuer stepped
forward. Maurice Cheeks, the Blazers’ coach and former NBA star
point guard, walked from his team’s
bench, put his around the young
girl’s shoulder and started singing
the words. With his help, Natalie
jumped back in and began to sing
the difficult anthem. Cheeks stayed
by her side, singing along in a voice
that bespoke his lack of musical ability. No matter. The players were now
singing, and the fans, the coaches,
even the referees joined in, and the
odds were that the anthem had never
been song as loudly and as proudly at
the Rose Garden before. Tears flowed
from people’s eyes and when she finished, Natalie put her head against
Cheeks’ shoulder and got a warm
hug. The crowd stood and cheered as
Cheeks strolled back to the bench.
And this story, which appears in
“Flying Without a Net: Turn Fear of
Change into Fuel for Success,” is an
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apt illustration of author Thomas J.
DeLong’s theory that leaders in business must overcome anxiety and fear
of risk in order to achieve fulfilling
and satisfying personal success. One
of DeLong’s theories is that highneed-for-achievement individuals
are often laid low by their own anxieties and face the challenge of doing
the right thing poorly. Maurice
Cheeks was not a singer, nor was he
charged with the task of coming to
the aid of bedeviled anthem singers
at home games. But he acted quickly
and with courage, taking a risk in a
situation that required an immediate response. As he said later, he
didn’t think about it and probably
didn’t know most of the words himself. But he felt that he had to do the
right thing and was willing to put
himself in a vulnerable position in
order to do it.
As DeLong assures his readers,
“You can overcome your anxieties
and change your behaviors. You can
display the courage necessary to do
the right thing poorly: followed by

doing the right thing well, and learn
and grow from that experience.”
As part leadership training and
part psychology text, “Flying Without a Net” takes on the often-overlooked soft side of the leadership
vortex, and DeLong’s timing could
not be better. In a business world
that is volatile, stress-filled and uncertain, high achievers are walking
a very thin line these days. Jobs are
less secure, competition for promotion is intense, governance and
regulatory scrutiny have increased
dramatically, and more work has to
be crammed into tighter deadlines.
No wonder people are anxious. But
in the macho-tinged atmosphere of
the executive suite, conversation
about vulnerability and self-fulfillment is mostly verboten. High-needfor-achievement types suffer in quiet
misery, wrecking their personal lives,
and wondering at the end of yet another 16-hour day, what it’s all about.
DeLong identifies the Big Three
Anxieties: Purpose, Isolation and Significance. He devotes a full chapter
to each of these leadership traps and
offers compelling examples as well
as useful insights that will resonate
across a broad spectrum of both
young and experienced managers. In
the chapter on isolation, for example,
DeLong, who teaches management
practice in the organizational behavior area at Harvard Business School,
points out, “The fundamental questions that individuals ask as they
stand on the edge of the group are:
‘Am I in or out? Am I a member of the
club or not? Will I ever fit into this
group or team or division or organization?’ Certainly some people are
firmly ensconced in their organiza-
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WHAT DO CEOS DO ALL DAY? On average, 85 percent of a CEO’s time
is spent working with other people (through meetings, phone calls, and
public appearances), with only 15 percent spent working alone. The time
CEOs spend with outsiders has no measurable impact on firm performance.
But time spent with people inside the company is strongly correlated with
positive increases in productivity. Source: Harvard Business School

tion’s inner circle and feel secure.
The majority, however, feel like they
are drifting toward the outer edges
of the circle.”
It is difficult to make the kind
of required engaged commitment
to an organization if one feels such
isolation, DeLong points out. Even
those appearing successful and confident struggle with fears of being
disenfranchised, and few know how
to confront such feelings.
As in most prescriptive texts,
“Flying Without a Net” does not offer
a panacea. But most high-need-for-

achievement types will see a lot of
themselves here, and DeLong is generous with his advice. He boils down
his prescription to six basic steps:
1. Stop to reflect, with self-awareness.
2. Let go of the past.
3. Create a vision or specific goal
with an agenda.
4. Seek support through mentors
and a network
5. Don’t blink.
6. Take action that makes you
vulnerable.
In the end, teaching-old-dogsnew-tricks books often feel like

warmed-over clichés that somehow
keep emerging from business book
publishers. But given how every
new generation of leaders marches
straight into the same traps, a wellconceived, well-executed reminder
that being human — with both the
strengths and frailties — is okay,
even welcome now and then.

kick off her timely new book, “The
Elephant in the Room: How Relationships Make or Break the Success
of Leaders and Organizations.”
Calling it a “cautionary tale,”
Smith recounts the remarkable two-

year bromance and breakup of Jobs
and Sculley. It was January, 1983, and
Apple, then a six-year old garage
startup, was off and running. Prior
to releasing the vaunted Macintosh
computer, Jobs, just 28 years old, had
visions of turning Apple into a dominant player in the computer industry
and surpassing that great monolith,
IBM. But he realized that the young,
innovative company needed some
professional leadership. When he
met Sculley, a 44-year-old marketing
wizard who was in line to become
CEO of giant PepsiCo, the two hit it
off immediately.
Pursuing him relentlessly, Jobs
egged Sculley on by asking, “Do you
want to sell sugar water for the rest
of your life or change the world?”
Sculley had all the right stuff from
Jobs’ perspective and, after a couple
of months of courtship and pressure,

Work Is
With People
Building relationships
that matter

Hal Mayforth

F

ew business relationships have
been more dramatic and volatile
than that of Apple’s Steve Jobs and
John Sculley. What seems like ancient history now was a watershed
moment in the computer industry of
the 1980s. For the newest generation
of Apple fanatics, who believe that
the company’s legacy dates back only
as far as the iPod, there was a time
when Jobs, an acknowledged industry genius, was actually fired by the
company he co-founded. And it is
that story that organizational behaviorist Diana McLain Smith uses to
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As Smith makes clear, “Most
leaders today can say a lot about organizations and individuals and
about how best to manage and lead
them. But we still know relatively little about relationships.” Despite the
countless volumes on the self-help
bookshelves about personal relationships, “very little of this work transfers easily or at all to the organizational world.”
One needn’t look further than
the dysfunctional political relationships that have sent nations into
paroxysms of economic and cultural
chaos in recent years to realize how
little leaders focus on these crucial
and foundational elements of their
organizations. “While many [leaders] believe relationships are important, few can tell you much about the
patterns of interactions that define
how their most important relationships work (or fail to work),” Smith
writes. “Others view relationships
in a purely transactional light, believing what one leader half-jokingly
told me: `You hire employees, then
people show up.’”
“The Elephant in the Room” is
a primer in understanding and
building strong organizational relationships. Smith offers a series of
case studies in which leaders tango
through difficult, often debilitating
relationships without the slightest
clue as to what might be done to improve the situation and turn troubled organizations into winners. She
is clear that understanding relation-

THE TRUTH ABOUT E-MAIL: Men are
more likely to check their work
e-mails during holiday breaks.
A small number (19%) admit
that the e-mails serve as a
welcome distraction.
Source: Harris Interactive
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ships is no longer a soft skill.
“In our shrinking, shifting
world of tighter interdependencies
and tough competition, building
strong relationships is no longer
an elective; it’s a requirement,” she
writes. “Leaders today must be able
to forge relationships that can span
divides, withstand constant pressure
and uncertainty, help them learn and
turn on a dime, inspire trust and
confidence in a diverse set of constituents, and make the most of even
the hottest conflicts.”
A partner at the Monitor Group,
Smith is also a founding partner of
Action Design, which dispenses advice about organizational learning.
Her clear-eyed prescriptions are
wrought from real-world consulting
and her cases ring true. Most important, the “Taking Action” sidebars
that populate the book offer realworld advice for the executive looking for a Monday morning take-back
to the office after reading the book.
Aside from romantic connections, perhaps nothing can touch
business relationships for volatility
and irrationality. But quoting Woody
Allen from “Annie Hall,” Smith recounts the joke: “A guy goes to a psychiatrist and says, ‘Doc, my brother’s
crazy. He thinks he’s a chicken.’ Horrified, the doctor asks why he hasn’t
committed him. ‘I would,’ the guy
answers, ‘but I need the eggs.’” Difficult as relationships are, Smith
points out, “we need what they give
us, even if it’s all in our heads.” 

Hal Mayforth

Sculley signed on. Smith provides a
detailed and analytic account of the
next two years as the relationship,
built upon misplaced expectations
and intense personality issues, deteriorated into chaos. By 1985, Sculley
could no longer control the iconoclastic Jobs and gave Apple’s board
the classic “him or me” ultimatum.
Jobs was fired.
Smith suggests that had anyone
involved in the process thought
clearly about these two protagonists,
they might have foreseen the inevitable conflict. “Though less noticeable at the outset, two other themes
clashed rather than clicked: Job’s
well-known disdain for institutional
authority (You could say he built
Apple and its products upon this
disdain.) and Sculley’s corporately
honed preference for institutional
structure and control (to which his
tenure at Pepsi was a tribute).”
Deconstructing a 26-year old
corporate meltdown (which nearly
sent Apple into bankruptcy and irrelevance) may seem like an odd vehicle upon which to build her case, but
Smith does a masterful job of analyzing the actual signs and pressure
points of the conflict to a useful end.
(The irony is that it was Sculley who
ultimately failed miserably and
brought Apple to the brink of disaster, while Jobs returned 12 years later
and transformed Apple into the bellwether innovation mega-success
that is dominating the technology
world today.)
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lighting the way
with our clients

The next time you switch on the high beams of your car, you might wish
your lights were made by Arteb Industrias, in Brazil. Founded in 1934 in São
Bernardo do Campo, Arteb produces seven million automotive lighting systems
a year for the world’s leading auto companies, manufacturing them in Brazil.
With 40 percent market share, Arteb is a great example of how a company
can thrive in one of the world’s most competitive industries. They do this by
using consistent, best-in-class business and manufacturing practices.

Paulo Fridman

Eduardo Eberhardt (right), chief executive of Arteb Industrias since 2008, and
Sérgio Averbach, president, Korn/Ferry South America. —Michael Distefano
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Yes,
we worry...
• Will a new recession in Asia
emerge due to continued
U.S. and Europe woes?
• Will democratization take
hold in the Middle East?

Col. Mummar el-Qaddafi is dead
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Housing prices languish in the U.S. as
tapped-out buyers stay away and eager
buyers can’t get loans. Grim remnants
of the financial crisis of 2008. In much
of the West, slow growth has put the
hiring engine into neutral.

Clockwise from upper left: Associated Press, Reuters/Vijay Mathur, istockkphoto (3), Associated Press
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Electric/hybrid cars
After years of waiting, G.M. introduced
the first mass-produced, plug-in hybrid
car, the Chevy Volt. The innovative
power train is destined for other G.M. cars as the automaker,
once the world’s largest, innovates its way back to health.
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October: The world mourned
Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple Inc., student of Buddhism,
and visionary CEO, who died
at home in California.
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Clockwise from upper left: canstockphoto, Reuters/Mario Anzuoni, Reuters/Stefan Wermuth, Reuters/Lou Dematteis, istockphoto
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—January: the note a 26-year-old woman worried about the state of
her country wrote on Facebook. The message was soon
to snowball into a movement to oust Egyptian
President Hosni Mubarak.

ub

“People, I am going to Tahrir Square”

September: A toxicology report of
more than 400 pages indicated pop
singer Amy Winehouse died of a drug
overdose in London. She was 27, the
same age as Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix, Brian Jones, Kurt Cobain and
Jim Morrison when they died.

years since the Twin Towers fell

austerity hurts

In August, rioters in Britain broke windows and looted stores. Rioters said
they did it because they had no jobs.
Government officials blamed it on bad
parenting.

Steve jobs

rest in peace

“for
A Nightmare
me and my family

”

— Dominique Strauss-Kahn on his criminal inquiry
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p
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mixing up the disciplines
by Joel Kurtzman

Recently, I helped to organize a gathering aimed at accelerating innovation in the
pharmaceutical and biotech industries. The reason for doing that should be apparent.
If new medicines can be developed faster, more lives can be saved, and the quality of

Sadly, the opposite is occurring. It costs more money and
takes more time to develop new drugs than in the past, and
the chances of success are slimmer. Depressed stock market
prices for the shares of even the best pharmaceutical companies tell the story.
To make the meetings interesting, we invited high-level
scientists and, in addition, business leaders. Our aim was to
see if innovative business leaders might prod the scientists
into coming up with new ways of going about their chores.
The sessions were fascinating, with some really good
ideas for sparking innovation. For example, one underachiever in the group — she had only one Ph.D., in addition to
her M.D. degree — said a database should be created of medicines that fail to gain approval. While databases of successes
abound, databases of failed research attempts do not exist.
Think about that lapse. Not only can mapping dead ends
keep people from going down the wrong innovation paths
again, but they can also offer fresh opportunities to study
what went wrong.
Databases of failed products or processes could be useful for companies to keep as well. I recall, for example, one
company that liked to promote internally how many sales
it made each month, the way McDonald’s used to advertise
how many hamburgers it had sold. But this company didn’t
keep records of the sales it lost. As a result, it couldn’t learn
from what it did wrong. Without those records, when
it went back to a customer it couldn’t close, it tended
to fail again. Studying failures — as long as it’s not
punitive — enhances the rate of success.
Another idea promoted at the scientific meeting was to open the innovation process more
widely. To show how powerful that can be, one person — a research physician — discussed how crowd-
sourcing works. He said that on occasion, when his
team of investigators hit the wall, he would
put out a broad call on the Web to see if anyone could solve the problem. Of course,
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there were always a few bizarre ideas, he said. But in almost
every case, scientists from other institutions — and in some
cases amateurs and even students — solved his unsolvable
problem, often within hours. There’s a lot more brainpower
outside a firm than inside it, and new Web-based tools allow
people to tap into those I.Q. points.
Yet another researcher, this one a physicist who also happened to have a Ph.D. in biology, explained that in his lab, which
focused on the brain, he brought in people with diverse backgrounds. He had M.D.s, engineers, biochemists, physicists,
geneticists, computer specialists, statisticians and others, all
working side by side. The results from doing this — some
knowledgeable people said — might just win this young scientist a Nobel Prize.
But mixing up the disciplines, the scientist said, isn’t
easy. To do so, you have to speak and understand many different and specialized languages — the language of math, biology, physics and so forth. But if you learn to do that, he said,
there’s no end to what can be accomplished. “Problems don’t
come packaged in the way universities created their departments and majors,” he noted. “Problems are much messier
than that.”
The same can be said for business. The biggest problems
that organizations need to solve are not just marketing or
product design or engineering or finance. They are all of the
above. The question is, How do you learn to speak each of
those languages?
When we organized the scientific meeting, we
brought business leaders into the mix because we
thought their methods would alert scientists about
new ways to think about innovation, which they did.
But something really interesting occurred. The people from businesses got as much — maybe more —
than they gave. The lesson about collaboration is clear.
When two or more people try to solve a problem,
it doesn’t just add to what they know; it multiplies their knowledge.

Robert Risko

life can be improved.
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